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Executive Summary
The Central Oklahoma Transportation and Parking
Authority (COTPA) has engaged Jacobs Engineering
to provide planning support for Oklahoma City’s
Modern Streetcar Project and its potential future
extensions. This Assessment has been funded by a
TIGER II planning grant and managed by COTPA. The
report has been developed in collaboration with the
MAPS 3 planning effort.
The purpose of this effort is to assess the economic
growth potential of the MAPS3 Streetcar corridor
during the first ten years of operation.
Shiels Obletz Johnsen and ED Hovee and Company have been hired by Jacobs to prepare this Economic
Development Assessment to evaluate streetcar transit’s connection to economic and land development
opportunities beyond what was known or understood during the Alternatives Analysis process
completed in 2011. Work on this supplemental effort began in January of 2013 and includes integration
of updated growth projections, developer perspectives and the impacts of streetcar on development
investments. This information, in turn, will be used to create an updated baseline for projecting
streetcar ridership.
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Streetcar’s Legacy in Oklahoma City. Streetcars have
played a significant role in shaping American cities:




Providing access and increasing value to adjacent
properties
Creating a network of public and private
investment that supports higher density
development, and
Creating a structure to generate tax revenues to
fund paved streets, sidewalks and drainage

This historic partnering of public and private interests,
joint development, joint marketing and multimodal
coordination is as relevant today as it was when
Oklahoma’s first streetcar system connected such
places as Belle Isle, Lincoln Park, Capitol Hill,
Stockyards, SW 25th Street, and the old fairgrounds.
“Streetcars ‘connect’ neighborhoods by linking up
activities, destinations and the regional transit
network. They ‘shape’ neighborhoods by stimulating redevelopment, supporting active uses,
promoting public-private investments and creating places where people want to be. Ultimately, the
streetcar is about the pedestrian.” David Taylor, HDR, Inc; Street Smart, Streetcars and Cities in the
Twenty-first Century.
Access and circulation are important considerations for development investors. Convenience, reliability
and safety are critical to assuring the viability of a particular travel choice within a greater transportation
system. Convenient and reliable service with operating hours and service frequencies that support
customer needs reinforce the economic investments along the corridor.
Streetcar service elevates the importance of pedestrians by extending the short trips that can be made
on foot as part of the overall system. To this end, Streetcar can serve as a transit system enhancer,
expanding the reach of the regional transit system with connections to destinations such as the Hudson
Avenue Transit Center and the planned Transit Hub at Santa Fe station.
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MAPS3 Streetcar Route Design Options
In 2011, COTPA and its partners completed the Greater
Downtown OKC Circulator Alternatives Analysis (AA). The
result of that analysis was the designation of a Locally
Preferred Alternative (LPA) streetcar corridor.
The study area for this Assessment generally follows the 2011
LPA route serving Midtown/Downtown Core/Bricktown
identified in the Alternatives Analysis. During the course of
developing the Assessment, the Core to Shore district was
added given that area’s significant economic development
potential in close proximity to the Downtown Core.
In 2013, the Jacobs Engineering team conducted a “fresh
eyes” review of the 2011 LPA corridor designation involving
multiple public agency and community participation. Route
alternatives connecting Midtown, the Downtown Core and
Bricktown were evaluated and a Recommended Route
Framework (Zeta) was approved by Oklahoma City Council
on September 24, 2013.

2011 Locally Preferred Alternative Streetcar
Alignment

Considered with this analysis are land use and economic
development opportunities associated with the 2013
Recommended Route Framework and future extension to the
Core to Shore (C2S) area. While the 2013 Framework benefit
area varies somewhat from that of a 2011 Locally Preferred
Alternative (LPA), economic development opportunities are
similar to what would be expected for area potentially served
by the LPA.
The 2013 Recommended Route Framework emerged from an
evaluation of multiple alternatives’ capacity for:
- Serving key destinations
- Integrating with the existing transportation network
- Economic development
- Optimizing system operation and potential for
expansion
- Technical considerations

2013 Recommended Route Framework (Zeta)

Economic development was identified as a high priority for route selection during the Fresh Eyes
Workshop in February of 2013. As a result, the economic development criteria were given added weight
to reflect their importance. Information gained from developer interviews, public agency development
perspectives and the Hovee land assessment (attached) were used as background for the economic
evaluations.
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The Midtown/Downtown Core/Bricktown route options also identified future opportunities for system
expansion to the Oklahoma Health Center, Core to Shore district/neighborhoods to the south, the State
Capitol and NW 23rd Street.
The economic evaluation of the MAPS3 Streetcar route alternatives was based upon the qualitative
development attributes of the sub-districts along the route. Each sub-district has unique economic
development characteristics in terms of the nature of the development opportunities, property
ownerships, design character and economic potential including:
Midtown: Generally small property ownerships with the exception of St. Anthony’s Hospital.
High level of near-term developer interest for residential development on larger vacant parcels.
There is additional infill development interest for smaller retail, housing, office projects with
property assembly required. Midtown URA public discussion is advancing; identifies actions and
priorities for promoting public private partnerships and investment.
Hudson/Harvey Avenues: Larger redevelopment opportunity sites near NW 10th Street in
Midtown; major office development being proposed at southern end of streetcar route. Existing
development has limited pedestrian orientation at the street level.
Broadway/Robinson Avenues: Strong retail district along Broadway with engaged business
leadership. Opportunity for restoration/enhancement in upper floors of existing buildings.
Predominately built-up area with few large redevelopment parcels suited to higher density
mixed-use development with the exception of a few sites east of Broadway.
Downtown Core: Highest concentration of major employers/employment. Greatest existing
public and private investment value. Concentration of visitor facilities in the southeast section.
Public institutions/facilities generally located on western side.
Bricktown: High opportunity for private investment that could be influenced by streetcar
construction. Public investment in construction, expansion and management of the canal serves
as an amenity for future development. Large parcels in single ownership; several have active
development interest. There is potential for improving pedestrian environment on underdeveloped blocks with street-oriented, higher density development.
Deep Deuce: Historic neighborhood with considerable new higher-density residential
investment. Limited market for ground-floor retail to date, but may come with added
residential concentrations. Within walking distance of Downtown Core and Bricktown. Multiple
redevelopment opportunity parcels extending from the neighborhood to the north with some
land assembly needed.
Core To Shore: Near- to mid-term park construction combined with mid- to long-term
development build-out have high potential for leveraging streetcar investment within a
walkable, mixed-use community. Public investment in construction and management of the
park serves as amenity for future development.
Oklahoma Health Center: Major medical teaching facility, hospital and related medical and
office facilities and associated surface parking lots. Large areas controlled by the OHC and City.
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Opportunity to implement plans to support higher density redevelopment. A Land Use
Assessment is underway to determine economic development potential from streetcar.
The MAPS3 Streetcar Economic Development Assessment consists of two parts being prepared
sequentially. This first document assesses the economic potential of providing service along the 2011
LPA and in the Core to Shore area. Work on a second part is underway to assess the Oklahoma Health
Center area. The results of this work will be summarized in a separate memo by ED Hovee and
Company.

Potential Redevelopment Sites
To identify Streetcar’s potential impacts on
development, this Assessments takes into
consideration the amount of re-developable land
along the route.
Identifying “soft” parcels. Vacant and underused
properties have the greatest likelihood of being
redeveloped. One method to identify those
properties is to quantify the proportional value of
the buildings to the value of the land. For example,
if a building is valued at $300,000 and the lot is
valued at $100,000, the Improvement : Land ratio
would be 3 to 1.
Non-assessed properties. In generating the
Improvement to Land Value information for the
study area, the available tax assessor data included
a significant portion (approximately 33%) of the land
area within the benefit area was designated to be
non-assessed properties. These properties include
uses such as public facilities, parks, churches,
hospitals and schools.

Ratio of Improvements Value to Land Value of
properties within the study area

Some of these properties have the potential of
redeveloping in the future, however. To provide a more accurate assessment of the redevelopment
potential in the study area, representatives of COTPA, the City, The Alliance for Economic Development
and Downtown OKC staff, provided assistance to identify the non-assessed properties by breaking them
into three categories: those with major public facilities and unlikely to redevelop in the next ten to
fifteen years; larger opportunity sites where redevelopment or reuse could reasonably occur prior to
2027, and; other, smaller exempt properties generally assumed not to be available for redevelopment
before 2027.
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OKC Development Community Perspectives – Planned Development
Private and public sector development interests were
interviewed in January 2013 as part of the Assessment
(Hovee memo, Planned Development Activity section).
Virtually all of those interviewed were bullish on prospects
for both near- and mid-term development opportunities –
both generally throughout the region and more
specifically in the downtown area. The more that local
development interests learn about streetcar experience
elsewhere, the more they are intrigued by its potential for
Oklahoma City. The rediscovery of urban living was the
most widely cited turnaround in market prospects for the
downtown area.
A summary of the developer and development agency
interviews is included in the Planned Development Activity
section of the Hovee memo.
Sites where development is being actively
pursued 2013 – 2016.

OKC Regional Growth
The Oklahoma City Area Regional Transportation Study
(OCARTS) area includes 40 cities and towns located within
the more urbanized portion of the six-county metro area.
OCARTS projections of population, households and
employment appear to have underestimated growth
within the downtown Oklahoma City area. For the
streetcar Assessment, the OCARTS forecasts have been
adjusted through a collaborative provisional multi-agency
planning process to establish a baseline assumption for
projecting potential growth during the first ten years of
MAPS3 Streetcar operation.
Oklahoma City regional population is forecast to grow by
10% between 2017 through 2027:
Regional population 2017
Regional population 2027
Total regional population growth:

1,231,000
1,359,000
128,000

Oklahoma City Area Regional Transportation
Study Area (OCARTS)

Further background for these figures in Appendix D and
Figure 16 of the attached Hovee memo.
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Development Projections/Assumptions
The forecasting approach used in this Assessment
is intended to identify reasonably achievable
growth projections for streetcar-related
development. The projections integrate
experiences of other streetcar cities as well as the
specific conditions present in Oklahoma City.
Other Cities’ Experience. In communities where
economic investment has been made a priority
along a modern streetcar route, properties have
developed above what would have occurred
absent a streetcar line. In Oklahoma City, that rate
is projected to be 4.5 times greater within 1 block
and 2.0 times greater within 2-3 blocks of streetcar
(Hovee memo Appendix E). These economic
benefits have been documented in terms of added
business and residential potential, development
and valuations.
Re-developable Land and Current Zoning. The ¼
mile “benefit area” of the MAPS3 Streetcar 2011
LPA totals 546 acres of land which have been evaluated for their likelihood for redevelopment based
upon a review of the tax assessed improvements to land valuation (I:L) or “improvement to land value
ratio” (Hovee Memo, Figure 5). This approach is used to allocate growth and confirm there is an
adequate supply of appropriately-zoned and re-developable land available without requiring significant
land use amendments.
Adjusting the Growth Projection. Given Oklahoma City’s accelerated growth rate over the past 5 years,
it was determined that available data for jobs, dwelling units and growth rates differed substantially
from current conditions. While the Associated Central Oklahoma Governments (ACOG) is preparing to
update this data, the results would not be available within the timeframe of completing this
Assessment. To provide a more accurate interim forecast, Jacobs Engineering convened a group of
regional and local modeling experts from ACOG, the City of Oklahoma City, COTPA, The Alliance and
Downtown OKC to identify a reasonable set of provisional forecasting assumptions. The results of this
discussion are described in the Hovee memo and used as the basis of the redevelopment and ridership
forecasts. It is anticipated that this information will be further refined as part of ACOG’s future planning
efforts.
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Streetcar Premium
The streetcar economic “premium” for the MAPS3 Streetcar route has projected as the development
that could occur with streetcar minus the development that is anticipated without streetcar. This
streetcar premium effect has been calculated by looking at the changes in both investment amounts and
development density.
Based upon this “premium”, the MAPS3 streetcar
has been found to have the potential for supporting
significantly greater economic investment and
development density within two to three blocks of
the alignment for the first ten years after streetcar
opening (2017 – 2027). This investment model
results in a more efficient use of urban land
resources in close proximity to high quality transit
service.

Midtown / Downtown / Bricktown
Streetcar Premium 2017 - 2027

2027 Without
Streetcar
2027 With Streetcar
Premium
Total Growth

Housing
Units
847

Commercial
SF
1,760,000

4503

2,080,000

5350

3,840,000

Properties directly adjacent to the line can expect
Source: Land Use & Economic Development Assessment
to be most directly benefited – but with discernible
memo; ED Hovee & Co. Figures 16 (housing) and 13
increases in development activity up to about ¼
(commercial SF). With streetcar scenario is not
mile. The degree of benefit realized relates directly
guaranteed but achievable with public-private
to the willingness of a typical resident, employee,
partnership.
customer and/or visitor to walk to their home,
place of business or shopping, recreation and/or lodging destination.
OKC has a clear sense of the role that the public sector can play in shaping the future of the city. The
Alliance for Economic Development of Oklahoma City, for example, takes the lead in managing multiple
urban renewal districts in downtown and surrounding areas. COTPA, the Water Trust, and the City play
key roles in provision of the needed infrastructure.
These organizational and financial resources, coupled with strong and continuing voter support for
MAPS projects, have the potential to provide the foundation for extending success along the MAPS3
Streetcar route.
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Projections
Building upon the demonstrated successes of
streetcar communities across the country and
integrating those same principles with development
conditions in Oklahoma City, it is possible to project
potential housing and commercial growth within ¼
mile of streetcar service.
Based upon the methodologies described in this
Assessment and the attached Hovee memo,
residential and commercial growth projections have
been identified for both the Midtown/Downtown
Core/Bricktown route as well as the Core To Shore
route.

Midtown/Downtown/Bricktown
Projections with Streetcar 2017 - 2027

2017 With Streetcar
2027 With Streetcar
Total Growth

Housing
Units
4362
9712
5350

Commercial
SF
15,910,000
19,750,000
3,840,000

Source: Land Use and Economic Development
Assessment Memo, ED Hovee & Co., Figure 14;
commercial excludes tax-exempt space.

Core To Shore
During the course of preparing this Assessment, the
Core to Shore district was incorporated into the
study area given that area’s significant economic
development potential in close proximity to the
Downtown Core. The MAPS3 Public Park is a
regional facility and central component of the
development of the Core to Shore district. The plan
for the district prioritizes economic investment to
create a “dense, diverse urban residential
community” that supports walking, bicycling and
transit access to work and access to recreation, open
space, cultural resources, shopping and
entertainment.

Core To Shore
Projections with Streetcar 10 Years

Year 0
Year 10
Total Growth

Housing
Units
709
2154
1445

Commercial
SF
790,000
1,390,000
600,000

Source: Land Use and Economic Development
Assessment Memo, ED Hovee & Co., Figure 14.

Land acquisition for the Public Park as well as redevelopment sites is underway. A market study for the
area was recently initiated as a critical next step in advancing development in the district. The Economic
Development Assessment prepared by ED Hovee (attached) included the Core to Shore area in the
development forecast to demonstrate, on a general level, the potential effect of streetcar in
redevelopment.
The near-term construction of the Public Park is anticipated to generate streetcar ridership for major
civic events and public gatherings. The presence of vacant land and very low intensity uses in the
surrounding areas, however, limit ridership growth until development occurs around the Park. The area
is ripe for positive change due to high real estate investment potential, close proximity to the downtown
core, the City’s pursuit of a shared development vision for a walkable, mixed-use community and the
financial resources to help implement that vision. Given these conditions, it is recommended that the
Core to Shore development planning, including the Public Park as a central element, be given high
priority for guiding the Streetcar alignment location for this district.
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A recurring design theme in the plans for the Downtown Convention Center is providing a building that
is oriented to and provides access from all surrounding streets. This design orientation will support the
integration of the streetcar as the specific streetcar station location and design are advanced in
upcoming engineering phases.

Conclusions and Next Steps
Streetcar cities across the country are demonstrating the benefits of a community-building approach
that focuses on redevelopment of vacant and underused parcels within a streetcar route. With a
proactive development strategy, Oklahoma City has the potential of capturing ten percent of the
region’s projected residential growth and eleven percent of the region’s job growth and shaping it into a
vibrant, walkable mixed-use community.
Once the final streetcar alignment has been set, it is recommended that an Economic Development Plan
be developed to build upon local economic and development opportunities identified in this
Assessment. The intent would be to identify a collaborative effort involving stakeholder agencies,
organizations and individuals to promote desired development along the streetcar route.
The Plan would identify:
-

Development strategy with priority opportunities and actions
Organizational structure to coordinate development efforts near streetcar
Financing tools

Attachments
Land Use & Economic Development Assessment (ED Hovee memo)
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E. D. Hovee
& Company, LLC
Economic and Development Services

M EM O RA N D UM
To:

Kim Knox, Shiels Obletz Johnsen, Inc.

From:

Eric Hovee & Andrea Logue

Subject:

Oklahoma City Modern Streetcar Project
Land Use & Economic Development Assessment

Date:

November 26, 2013

On behalf of Jacobs Engineering, Shiels Obletz Johnsen, COTPA, and the City of Oklahoma City,
this land use and economic development assessment of the proposed Oklahoma City Modern
Streetcar Project has been prepared by E. D. Hovee & Company, LLC (EDH).1 The purpose of this
report is to evaluate existing land use conditions and to quantify potential development within
the first 10 years of inaugurating modern streetcar services in Oklahoma City (OKC).
Considered with this analysis are land use and economic development opportunities associated
with a 2013 Recommended Route Framework and future extension to the Core to Shore (C2S)
area. While the 2013 Framework benefit area varies somewhat from that of a 2011 Locally
Preferred Alignment (LPA), economic development opportunities are similar to what would be
expected for the area potentially served by the 2011 LPA.2 Development opportunities related
to a potential Oklahoma Health Center (OHC) alignment will be evaluated as a separate memo.
This analysis addresses economic development potentials along the corridor without streetcar
(or as a base case forecast) and, alternatively, with streetcar.3 Topics covered include:
Preliminary Assessment Findings
Streetcar & Economic Development Experience
OKC Streetcar Study Area Profile
Regional Planning & Development Context
Streetcar Development Projects
Forecast Analysis Approach
With & Without Streetcar Development Scenarios
Value Capture Opportunities
Appendices provided added detail regarding E. D. Hovee & Company, LLC as preparer of this
report, land use classification data, the process of categorizing non-assessed properties,
regional and downtown area base case forecast data, a brief summary of streetcar oriented
development nationally, and streetcar segment analysis for the 2013 Route Framework.
2408 Main Street • P.O. Box 225 • Vancouver, WA 98666
(360) 696-9870 • (503) 230-1414 • Fax (360) 696-8453
E-mail: edhovee@edhovee.com

PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT FINDINGS
The purpose of this assessment is to review existing conditions and to quantify potential
development within the first 10 years of streetcar system opening (or from 2017-2027) for the
2013 Route Framework and for a similar time frame with possible extension to the C2S area.4
What follows is a summary assessment for land use and economic development findings.
Streetcar & Economic Development Experience. Like most major American cities,
Oklahoma City once had an extensive streetcar system. Despite loss of most streetcar systems
in the 1950s, streetcar has experienced a resurgence with 26 operating systems in the U.S. and
Canada and 86 cities planning streetcar for better transit service and supportive development.
OKC Streetcar Study Area Profile. On a preliminary basis, the 2013 Route Framework area
has been identified as running east-west from Bricktown to the downtown core, then northsouth on a Broadway/Robinson or similar couplet, then east-west through Midtown. As in other
cities, the primary development benefit is expected to occur within one block of the alignment
(Zone A) with secondary benefits extending about another two blocks (Zone B). Also considered
are longer term development opportunities with potential future extension to the C2S area –
but with no specific alignment identified for evaluation to date.
Regional Planning & Development Context. While incorporating findings from multiple
downtown area market and planning studies, this analysis is most reliant on housing and
employment forecasts as revised from the Oklahoma City Area Regional Transportation Study
(OCARTS) base case projections for the 2013 Route Framework and C2S areas without streetcar.
Planned Development Activity. Considerable development activity (involving over 50
identified projects) is currently planned for the downtown OKC area. Interviews with
development interests indicate that while some projects are already well along in planning,
others could be facilitated in terms of scope or timing with streetcar service introduction.
Forecast Analysis Approach. Using revised forecast and GIS data coupled with related city
experience, this analysis provides without streetcar (base case) and with streetcar development
scenarios – distinguished between residential, commercial and exempt/public land uses. 5
With & Without Streetcar Development Scenarios. In the without streetcar scenario, the
2013 Route Framework benefit area is associated with about 2.9 million square feet of added
development as compared with as much as 10+ million square feet with streetcar over a 10year forecast horizon – assuming streetcar opening in 2017. The C2S area goes from close to
900,000 square feet of development in the base case to potentially 2.7 million square feet with
streetcar – over an as yet unspecified 10 year time frame after possible streetcar introduction.
Value Capture Opportunity. 2013 Framework area property tax revenue results in a 10year cumulative total of an added $21 million without streetcar to $94 million with streetcar.
C2S area property tax revenue increases from a base case of an added $9 million to $27 million
with streetcar after 10 years. Sales tax revenue potential is similarly increased, especially for
C2S if destination retail is facilitated with C2S plan implementation and streetcar extension.
E.D. Hovee & Company, LLC for SOJ and Jacobs Engineering:
Oklahoma City Modern Streetcar Project Land Use & Economic Development Assessment
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STREETCAR & ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT EXPERIENCE
In conducting this and similar streetcar-related development assessments, the question often
arises: what experience demonstrates the development leveraging successes and lessons
learned from streetcar elsewhere across the U.S.?
This discussion begins with a brief review of prior historical experience in Oklahoma City with
streetcar and related development. This is followed by a summary of U.S. experience with reintroduction of streetcar systems in recent years.

Oklahoma City
Streetcar
Experience

Figure 1. Oklahoma City Historic Streetcar Routes

Almost every major
American city once had an
extensive streetcar
system. Oklahoma City is
no exception.
With a franchise from
Oklahoma City, the
Metropolitan Railway
inaugurated streetcar
service on two lines in
1902 – the University (Blue
Line) and the Maywood
(Red Line). A major
impetus to formation of a
public transportation
system was “due to four
separate housing additions
being developed between
NW 10th and NW 23rd” at a
time when most people in
Oklahoma City “still
walked to work.”6
In 1904, the Metropolitan
Source: As provided by Jacobs Engineering.
Railway was renamed as
the City Railway Company.
The system was renamed again in 1907 as the Oklahoma Railway Company (ORC). In 1908, two
of the original investors – Anton Classen and John Shartel – built a power plant to assure
reliable electric service to the City’s burgeoning trolley system. By 1912, streetcars ran on a
E.D. Hovee & Company, LLC for SOJ and Jacobs Engineering:
Oklahoma City Modern Streetcar Project Land Use & Economic Development Assessment
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system with 103 total miles of track. Interurban lines were added to nearby communities of
Norman and Guthrie, with the total system reaching to more than 138 miles by 1918.
With the advent of the automobile, streetcars began to experience new competition for
ridership. Fare increases were limited by a former mayor of Oklahoma City; the ORC filed for
bankruptcy reorganization in 1939.
World War II and the presence of several military installations led to a brief period of resurgent
transit use. In 1945, the Oklahoma Transportation Company took over ORC management.
However, post-war revenues then again declined. Buses had replaced trolleys by the 1950s, but
faced a similar fate; the Oklahoma Transportation Company terminated public transit service in
1965. In response, the City Council of Oklahoma City established the Central Oklahoma
Transportation and Parking Authority (COTPA) in 1966 to continue public transit operations.
In 1989, COTPA purchased Union Station via a combination of federal grant and local donated
resources. The first Metropolitan Area Projects (MAPS) voter-approved project included the
purchase of Oklahoma City Trolleys in 1999. This was followed by construction of a downtown
transit center in 2004. In 2009, Oklahoma City voters approved MAPS 3 – including $120 million
in funding for re-introduction of streetcar service in downtown Oklahoma City. The City Council
of Oklahoma City approved a Recommended Route Framework (also known as the Zeta option)
on September 24, 2013.

U.S. Experience with Streetcar & Transit-Oriented Development (TOD)
As described by a study conducted for the American Public Transportation Association (APTA)
and the Community Streetcar Coalition, streetcar systems as initially developed across the
United States “extended the pedestrian environment out into the neighborhoods, served as a
collector for intercity rail systems, and stopped at every street corner to stimulate a density and
an intensity of development that made for an exemplary and engaging downtown.”7
Historical Experience. Starting in the mid to late 1800s, streetcar systems were
implemented across America. Real estate owners and developers sought to increase sales by
connecting their newly-built homes to Central City employment and retail via streetcar transit.
Mass marketing of the automobile deflected attention from – and investment in – these
systems in the 1900s in all but a handful of cities, including Toronto, New Orleans, Philadelphia
and San Francisco.
Most cities with longstanding streetcar operations eventually folded their systems, as
development became increasingly oriented to the automobile. However, there are a handful of
cities that have maintained ongoing streetcar systems over the years.
Philadelphia’s system continues as a primarily local resident and commuter service. By
comparison, systems in San Francisco and New Orleans attract significant tourist together with
local resident ridership. Today, only Toronto and New Orleans continue to operate systems that
have remained largely unchanged in their configuration and method of operation.
E.D. Hovee & Company, LLC for SOJ and Jacobs Engineering:
Oklahoma City Modern Streetcar Project Land Use & Economic Development Assessment
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Modern Streetcar Reintroduction. Beginning in about the 1970s, re-introducing a
relationship between transit investment and economic development has been of growing
interest at federal, state and local community levels. Concepts of “joint development” and
“transit-oriented development” (or TOD) emerged in response to revived initiatives for urban
mass transit – starting with subway and then light rail transit projects. The transit-development
connection has become of greater interest with the even more recent re-introduction of
modern streetcar transit systems in the U.S.
As of early 2013, there are 26 existing heritage and modern streetcar systems operating in the
United States and Canada – as identified by the American Public Transportation Association
(APTA). Of this number, 15 are considered large and medium scale systems – including legacy
operations in Boston, New Orleans, Philadelphia, San Francisco and Toronto. The other 10
large/medium systems represent new starts including both heritage and modern trolley
systems – in cities ranging from Portland to Dallas to Little Rock.
In addition to the existing operating streetcar systems, another five cities are under
construction with new systems planned to open in 2013-14. And 86 cities (including Oklahoma
City) are currently planning new streetcar systems – bringing the combined total to 117 cities
that are either operational, under construction, or in active planning. Of the cities with ongoing
operations, APTA has identified several cities – including New Orleans, Portland, San Francisco,
Seattle, Dallas, Kenosha, and Lowell – as being under construction or planning significant
extensions.8
Because many of the development effects from the legacy streetcar systems have played out
over decades, it is to the more recent system re-starts that this assessment turns for data on
contemporary patterns of development leveraged with streetcar investment.
Contemporary Streetcar-Development Documentation. Renewed experience with
streetcar is so recent that documentation of the relationship between streetcar investment and
urban development has yet to be extensively researched and quantified. For purposes of
calibrating this development assessment, the most extensive multi-city case study research
conducted to date has been by the Brookings Institution for three cities that have made recent
streetcar investments – Portland, Seattle and Tampa.9
While population growth rates for the Oklahoma City metro area have been below the rates of
these comparables over much of the last two decades, the strength of recent economic
recovery has moved Oklahoma City more to parity in recent years – and with forecast growth
for the years ahead (as documented by Appendix E). As of the 2010 U.S. Census, Oklahoma City
MSA had 1.25 million residents – ranking 44th in size of U.S. metro areas. Census Bureau data
indicates that the OKC metro region moved into the 42nd spot, just ahead of Louisville, in 2012.
The OCARTS planning region, which comprises about 95% of the MSA population, is forecast to
experience population growth at a 1.0% annual rate over the 2017-27 period – above the U.S.
growth rate forecast by the Census Bureau at 0.7% annually. If strong regional population
growth of the last few years continues, this regional forecast could prove to be conservative. 10
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OKC STREETCAR STUDY AREA PROFILE
This land use and economic development assessment begins by reviewing the study corridor as
initially defined, together with associated demographic and employment information. This is
then followed by defining a more targeted streetcar benefit area extending approximately
three blocks on each side of the planned modern streetcar or fixed guideway alignment.

Corridor & Benefit Area Definitions
In 2011, an Alternatives Analysis (AA) was conducted for the Central Oklahoma Transportation
and Parking Authority (COTPA) to “determine the most cost-effective transit mode and
alignments for a downtown transit circulator.” The analysis was aimed to identify a framework
for transit supportive development and provide information useful for City selection of an
alignment meeting local land use and economic development goals. TOD or transit oriented
development was defined in terms of characteristics for “a dense mixed-use central business
district, mixed use activity centers, and a pedestrian-friendly sidewalk pattern.”
The AA identified three downtown circulator transit alternatives for consideration:


No-Build Alternative – comprising the COTPA prepared Encompass 2035 transit
improvements as part of a fiscally constrained Long Range Transportation Plan.



Base Case Alternative – as the “best that can be done” including a bus rapid transit
(BRT) circulator without major capital improvements.



Build Alternative – including all of the improvements envisioned with the No-Build and
Base Case Alternatives plus fixed guideway improvement for a modern streetcar.

Preliminary 2013 Route Framework. Subsequent to AA completion, a Locally Preferred
Alternative (LPA) was selected on a preliminary basis for purposes of further evaluation,
including this economic development assessment. The study area for this land use and
economic development assessment generally follows the 2011 LPA route serving
Midtown/Downtown Core/Bricktown identified in the Alternatives Analysis. During the course
of developing this assessment, the adjoining Core to Shore district was added given that area’s
significant economic development potential in close proximity to the Downtown Core.
Since work began on this assessment, multiple alignment design options have been identified
and evaluated; selection of a streetcar Alignment Framework is anticipated for the fall of 2013.
While the 2011 LPA has been used as the basis for redevelopment projections in this
assessment, the differences among the alignment design options under review is not expected
to produce substantially different economic development results. The 2013 Recommended
Route Framework falls within 2-3 blocks of enough re-developable properties to reasonably
accommodate forecast residential and employment growth through 2027.
This map on the following page illustrates the LPA alignment selected in 2011 for evaluation
and continued for evaluation with this 2013 Route Framework analysis.
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With this evaluation, the
opportunity for transit
supportive development
is assessed for two
benefit zones and three
overlapping route
segments.
Benefit Zones. Based
on experience with
transit-oriented
development in cities
throughout the U.S.,
properties up to about
1/4 mile on either side
of a streetcar alignment
can be expected to
experience the greatest
economic benefits in
terms of added business
and residential potential,
development and
valuation. The degree of
benefit relates directly
to the willingness of a
typical resident,
employee, customer
and/or visitor to walk to
their home, place of
business, or destination
for shopping, recreation
and/or lodging.

Figure 2. 2013 Route Framework & C2S Benefit Areas

Source:

City of Oklahoma City, Jacobs Engineering, and E. D. Hovee & Co., LLC.
The framework area is consistent with the earlier 2011 LPA used with
this overall land use and economic development assessment.

For purposes of this land
use and economic development analysis, the benefit study area has been divided into two
zones of influence based on proximity to the streetcar 2013 Route Framework area:


Zone A: extending approximately one block from the streetcar corridor area.



Zone B: reaching beyond Zone A to three blocks from the streetcar corridor.

Note that benefit area boundaries are truncated when these distances extend to the I-235
corridor (to the east), the New Boulevard (adjoining C2S to the south), or the historic residential
neighborhood (to the north).
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Parcels are assigned to either Zone A or Zone B depending on whether their center point is
within the distance indicated. Based on experience with in-place streetcar systems elsewhere in
the U.S., Zone A properties generally can be expected to receive a higher level of development
interest due to their closer proximity and reduced walk distance to direct streetcar service.
Route Framework Segments. While the primary focus of this assessment is on benefit
zones (reflecting distance from a potential alignment), the analysis also distinguishes between
three distinct Route Framework segments:


A northern “Midtown” segment – running east-west on a NW 11th/13th Street couplet
from Dewey Avenue to the Robinson/Broadway corridor;



A central or “Downtown Core” segment – extending north-south on a
Robinson/Broadway couplet; and



A southern “Bricktown” segment – running east-west on a Sheridan/Reno Avenue
streetcar couplet.

The opportunity for transit supportive development is assessed both separately and on a
combined basis for these two benefit zones and three 2013 Route Framework segments.
Detailed data regarding existing and forecast conditions for these 2013 Framework segments is
provided by Appendix F to this report.
Core to Shore Plan (C2S). The final geography illustrated by the map on the previous page
is a portion of the Core to Shore (C2S) area that might benefit from a potential streetcar
extension in proximity to the planned MAPS 3 park area. In 2008, the City of Oklahoma City
completed a Core to Shore Plan as a redevelopment framework intended to link the traditional
city center to the Oklahoma River.
While not included as part of the 2013 Recommended Route Framework, potential economic
development benefits associated with future extension of streetcar service to the central
portion of the C2S area also are considered with this economic development assessment. This
portion of the C2S area – extending from the New Boulevard south to the new I-40 alignment
and from Shartel Avenue east to Shields Boulevard – is the subject of supplemental evaluation
that is also covered by this report.
The C2S segment analysis is conducted independent of a specific alignment or streetcar route
alternative. However, it is understood that streetcar service, if extended, could logically be
configured in a manner that would extend the 2013 Framework route while serving the planned
and now funded MAPS 3 park together with nearby future anticipated C2S mixed use
development.

Existing Conditions for 2013 Route Framework & C2S Benefit Areas
Using GIS datasets from the City of Oklahoma City containing data from the Oklahoma County
Assessor Department, it is possible to characterize existing conditions and development
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patterns. This is done for the TOD benefit areas associated both with the 2013 Recommended
Route Framework and for the portion of the Core to Shore (C2S) plan area extending from the
New Boulevard south to the relocated I-40 alignment. Existing conditions of note relate to:


Land area and associated use – as residential, commercial or vacant property



Building area and associated density of development – measured in terms of floor area
ratio (FAR)



Market and assessed valuation – defined in terms consistent with those of the
Oklahoma County Assessor Department



New development experienced from 2000-11 – for residential and commercial uses



Potential redevelopment sites – in terms of improvements to land value (I:L) ratios

GIS Data Application & Refinement. This existing conditions assessment is based on
analysis of files for 1,102 tax parcels associated with the 2013 Route Framework and another
282 tax parcels in the C2S benefit areas. The database appears fairly comprehensive overall,
albeit with a caveat that a major portion of the parcel database consists of properties for which
there is no identified property value information.
A substantial portion of these non-assessed properties are tax-exempt due to public or nonprofit ownership. This updated report contains added detail as to the characteristics and
anticipated development potential of these non-assessed properties.
Current Development Patterns. As of 2011, the 2013 Route Framework accounts for a
546-acre potential benefit area. Of this area, over 317 acres (58%) of the land lies within one
block of the streetcar alignment; another 229 acres (42%) lies within a 2-3 block distance.
Over 230 acres of the combined Zone A/B land area are comprised of commercial uses, with
194 acres of exempt use – including major public facilities, identified opportunity sites and
other non-assessed properties. An estimated 99 acres are identified as vacant. Just under 24
acres are identified as comprising primarily residential or mixed use development.
By comparison, the C2S area comprises a study area totaling just under 98 acres. This includes
33 acres of non-assessed (exempt) properties and 30-31 acres of commercial property, with 25
acres identified as vacant and 9 acres of residential or mixed use.
Existing conditions (as of 2011) for the 2013 Recommended Route Framework area and the
Core to Shore area are detailed by the chart on the following page.
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Figure 3. Existing Conditions of Streetcar Corridor Benefit Areas Evaluated (2011)
Existing Corridor
Conditions (2011)
Land Area (Acres)
Residential
Commercial
Mixed Use
Exempt
Vacant
Corridor Total

2013 Recommended Route Framework
Core to Shore
Zone A
Zone B
Total
Area
4.6
140.9
4.7
120.0
47.1
317.3

11.3
89.2
3.2
73.5
51.6
228.7

15.9
230.1
7.8
193.6
98.7
546.0

7.5
30.5
1.5
33.2
25.2
97.9

482,400
11,975,700
240,100
2,463,800
100
15,162,100

625,700
2,666,200
196,600
1,710,600
5,199,100

1,108,100
14,641,900
436,700
4,174,400
100
20,361,200

63,100
732,100
22,900
23,000
1,500
842,600

2.42
1.95
1.18
0.47
1.10

1.27
0.69
1.42
0.53
0.52

1.60
1.46
1.28
0.50
0.86

0.19
0.55
0.34
0.02
0.00
0.20

$27,224,000
$741,616,000
$16,571,000
$48,467,000
$15,249,000
$849,127,000

$51,719,000
$127,746,000
$16,059,000
$28,395,000
$19,728,000
$243,647,000

$78,943,000
$869,362,000
$32,630,000
$76,862,000
$34,977,000
$1,092,774,000

$1,889,000
$23,356,000
$224,000
$39,000
$4,955,000
$30,463,000

Assessed Valuation (Adjusted)
Corridor Total
$92,422,000

$25,424,000

$117,846,000

$3,125,000

Building Area (Square Feet)
Residential
Commercial
Mixed Use
Exempt
Vacant
Corridor Total
Density (Average FAR)
Residential
Commercial
Mixed Use
Exempt
Vacant
Corridor Total
Market Valuation
Residential
Commercial
Mixed Use
Exempt
Vacant
Corridor Total

Source:

City of Oklahoma City, Jacobs Engineering and E. D. Hovee & Company, LLC.

Key characteristics as depicted by the foregoing existing conditions chart are summarized
separately for the 2013 Route Framework Alignment and Core to Shore Area as follows.
2013 Route Framework Alignment:


The LPA (three block) benefit area comprises nearly 20.4 million square feet of existing
building area, of which 15.2 million square feet are situated within one block (as Zone
A) and 5.2 million square feet at a 2-3 block distance (Zone B). Commercial development
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represents the greatest share (72%) of building area, followed by exempt uses (20%),
then residential and mixed use activity (8%).


Average density of development is measured by floor area ratio (FAR), which is defined
as building area divided by land area. FAR averages 0.86 across the LPA area, with
highest densities noted for residential uses and Zone A properties.



Market valuation of all LPA alignment area properties comes in at close to $1.1 billion,
equating to an adjusted tax assessed valuation of approximately $118 million.
Commercial uses account for 80% of market valuation; Zone A properties represent 78%
of combined Zone A/B valuation.

Core to Shore Area:


The C2S area potentially benefitted by future streetcar extension comprises an
estimated 843,000 square feet of existing building area. Approximately 87% of building
square footage is accounted for by commercial (including existing industrial) uses.



Existing density of development is relatively low, as indicated by an overall average FAR
of only 0.20. This is less than one-quarter the density of the 2013 Route Framework area
and is indicative of substantial potential for added development with C2S plan
implementation.



Market valuation of the C2S area considered is less than $30.5 million – with assessed
valuation of $3.1 million. C2S market valuation is only 3% that of the more intensely
developed 2013 Route Framework benefit area.

Recent Development Patterns. Using the GIS dataset, it is also possible to estimate the
pace and pattern of new development that has occurred within both potential modern
streetcar project alignment areas over the past decade (from 2000-11):


For the area most likely benefitted by a 2013 Route Framework alignment,
development over the 11-year period averaged just under 224,000 square feet per year
– split approximately 46% to Zone A and 54% to Zone B properties. Within Zone A, 97%
of development is indicated as being comprised of commercial uses. Within Zone B, a
broader mix of development was experienced, led by commercial but with substantial
development of residential/mixed use and exempt (or non-assessed) uses, as well.



Within the C2S area potentially served by future streetcar extension, new development
over the 2000-11 time period averaged less than 12,000 square feet per year – almost
all of which was accounted for by commercial uses.



Overall, new development averaged about 1.3% of the existing (pre-2000) building stock
for the entire 2013 Recommended Route Framework area. The pace of recent
development (in percentage terms) was greater for the Zone B than the Zone A area.
Within the C2S area, development occurred at an average annual rate of about 1.7% per
year – albeit on a substantially smaller base of pre-2000 existing uses.
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Figure 4. Recent Development Experience (2000-11)
Average Annual
2013 Recommended Route Framework
Core to Shore
Development (2000-11)
Zone A
Zone B
Total
Area
Development (Sq Ft per Year)
Residential
26,400
26,400
200
Commercial
100,500
52,700
153,200
11,700
Mixed Use
2,400
8,200
10,600
Exempt
900
32,800
33,700
Corridor Total
103,800
120,100
223,900
11,900
Average Annual Development As % of 2000 Inventory
All Corridor Uses
0.7%
3.1%

1.3%

1.7%

Note:

Information is based on parcels for which a new year of construction date is indicated as of 2000 or
later. Calculations above cover only parcels for which year built data is available.

Source:

City of Oklahoma City, Jacobs Engineering and E. D. Hovee & Company, LLC.

Potential Redevelopment Sites. A final step taken with this inventory assessment is to
identify parcels that were developed post-1999 or have high redevelopment potential.
Identification of parcels that are either vacant or were developed pre-2000 are rated in terms
of redevelopment potential based on a review of tax assessed improvements to land valuation.
Non-assessed properties have been categorized on a preliminary basis as major public facilities,
opportunity sites and other non-assessed properties. These categorizations are further
described on the page following the composite (I:L) map.
Results of this analysis are visually depicted by the map on the following page – with an
accompanying chart providing associated statistical results for the 2013 Route Framework
alignment and C2S study area. With this analysis, parcels shown are categorized as:


Developed since 2000 – per the “year built” field of the GIS data.



Not built since 2000 – with improvement to land (I:L) value ratios at four increasing
levels of improvement intensity (< 0.5, 0.5-1.0, 1.0-2.0, and 2.0+).



Properties for which I:L cannot be determined – because there is no assessed land
value shown with the parcel record or the site is planned for tax exempt use. A large
portion of the 2013 Route Framework land area – equating to about 33% of the mapped
area totaling 546 acres of identified tax lots – is considered as comprising non-assessed
(or tax exempt) parcels not developed since 1999.11 A significant share of these
properties appears to be within Zone A, with a somewhat smaller proportion in Zone B.
With MAPS 3 planned uses, the C2S area has an estimated 45% share of land area
comprising exempt properties.
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Figure 5. Improvement to Land (I:L) Value Distribution (2011)

Source: SOJ and E. D. Hovee & Company, LLC based on parcel data from City of Oklahoma City with input from
COTPA, Downtown OKC, and The Alliance for Economic Development of Oklahoma City. Revised as of August 2013.
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Figure 6. Site Development & Redevelopment Status (2011)
Improvement to Land
Value (I:L) Analysis
2011 I:L Ratio
0.0-0.5
0.5-1.0
1.0+
Subtotal

2013 Route Framework
Acres of Land % of Total

Core to Shore Area
Acres of Land
% of Total

82.1
13.5
208.0
303.5

15%
2%
38%
56%

14.7
2.5
31.1
48.2

15%
3%
32%
49%

Non-Assessed Properties
Major Public Facilities
Other Non-Assessed
Opportunity Sites
Subtotal

54.8
68.9
56.8
180.5

10%
13%
10%
33%

4.2
8.5
31.3
43.9

4%
9%
32%
45%

Developed 2000-11
Total Land Area

62.0
546.0

11%
100%

5.7
97.9

6%
100%

Notes:

I:L denotes the ratio of assessed improvements to land valuation. Opportunity Sites include MAPS 3
parcels anticipated for parks and convention center/replacement uses. Data is for Zones A and B
combined. Detailed segment data is provided with Appendix F.

Source:

City of Oklahoma City, Jacobs Engineering and E. D. Hovee & Company, LLC.
Assignments for properties with no I:L ratios have been made based on discussions with COTPA, The
Alliance, and Downtown OKC. Revised as of August 2013.

Recognizing that non-assessed properties comprise a significant portion of the downtown study
area (including 2013 Route Framework and C2S) land base, further evaluation of these
properties was conducted with input from COTPA, The Alliance for Economic Development of
Oklahoma City, and Downtown Oklahoma City, Inc. For purposes of this land use and economic
development assessment, these non-assessed properties have been further categorized as:


Major Public Facilities – exempt properties occupied by existing major public facilities



Non-Assessed Opportunity Sites – larger sites where redevelopment or reuse could
reasonably occur prior to 2027 (and with many of these sites anticipated to be
redeveloped between 2013-17 before streetcar operations are initiated)



Other Non-Assessed Properties – other exempt properties not identified as either
Major Public Facilities or Opportunity Sites and which are viewed as generally unlikely to
be redeveloped through the 2027 forecast period of this analysis

Within the 546-acre benefit area encompassed by the 2013 Route Framework alignment,
approximately 15% of the land area consists of properties with an improvements to land value
(I:L) ratio of up to 0.5. These are the properties that can be considered as likely candidates to
redevelop in the years ahead. A relatively small 2% proportion of land area falls within the I:L
range of 0.5-1.0 – with 38% at higher improvements value of I:L greater than 1.0.
Approximately 11% of the 2013 Route Framework land area has experienced new development
post-1999.
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As noted, 33% of the 2013 Route Framework land base consists of properties identified with
non-assessed (or tax-exempt) uses. An estimated 10% of 2013 Framework land area houses
major public facilities; another 13% comprises other non-assessed uses. These properties are
not anticipated to experience re-development through 2027.
Another 10% of the 2013 Route Framework site area (or 57 acres) of non-assessed properties
are identified as potential opportunity sites. A substantial portion of this acreage comprises
streetcar development projects anticipated to be built between 2013-2017 together with
properties reserved for MAPS 3 use or disposition including the current Convention Center site.
The remaining portion (of about 19 acres not associated with an identified project) could be
available for inclusion together with low I:L properties as potentially promising sites for
redevelopment in the years ahead.
Within the C2S area, a similar 15% share of acreage consists of relatively under-improved sites
in taxable status. A still substantial 32% of the C2S land base is comparatively high value and
could require a more active public land assembly role to facilitate development as envisioned
with the C2S plan.
Including planned MAPS 3 uses, a substantial (45%) share of C2S acreage is identified as nonassessed property – some of which will be developed for public uses and a portion of which
may be made available for redevelopment with C2S plan implementation. Opportunity sites
comprise 31 of the 44 acres of non-assessed property identified for the C2S area. However,
MAPS 3 sites comprise a significant portion of this land area, leaving about 5 acres indicated as
potential for private development – in addition to the low I:L value sites that are already in
taxable status.
An noted, this I:L valuation and opportunity site categorization serves as an important means of
allocating future development potentials pursuant to the without streetcar and with streetcar
scenarios – as described later in this land use and economic development assessment report.
Appendix C details the process of categorizing non-assessed properties.
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REGIONAL PLANNING & DEVELOPMENT CONTEXT
This economic development report is not intended to serve as a detailed assessment of the
Oklahoma City area market for future residential, commercial and public/institutional
development. While the planned 2017 opening of a streetcar system may well occur within the
current cycle of prolonged economic recovery, the longer term look to 2027 (or 10 years after
system opening) is beyond the time horizon of most real estate related forecasts.
Consequently, a pivotal part of this land use and economic development assessment involves a
review of the existing planning framework as it pertains to the modern streetcar project
alignment and benefit area for TOD. In effect, this discussion is intended to describe the context
of the downtown neighborhood setting, Oklahoma City planning, study area demographics and
employment trends and forecasts, and planned development project activity within which the
modern streetcar investment may occur.

Downtown Neighborhood Setting
The larger study area for this economic development assessment is depicted by the map on the
following page as extending west to east from Western Avenue to I-235, from north to south
from NW 16th Street to the new I-40 freeway. The 2013 Framework is part of this study area.
As is also illustrated by the map, downtown Oklahoma City is comprised of distinct commercial,
residential and mixed use neighborhoods. Neighborhoods can be distinguished between those
proposed as part of the 2013 Route Framework or future C2S extension and surrounding areas.
2013 Route Framework Neighborhood Districts:


Midtown – extending from about 8th to 13th and from west of Broadway to encompass
the St. Anthony hospital campus plan, with substantial residential infill interest



Automobile Alley – from 4th Street north to about 13th and from west of Broadway to the
I-235 interstate freeway with former auto dealerships and related historic uses being
transitioned to restaurant, loft, apartment and retail activities



Central Business District (CBD) – representing the traditional commercial office, retail
and governmental core of the city from 4th Street south to Sheridan



C2S North – as the portion of the Core to Shore planning area north of the New
Boulevard including current site of the convention center and Chesapeake Arena



Bricktown – as a specialty destination district from Gaylord east to the I-235 freeway

Due to a widely varied mix and intensity of existing uses and building styles, the type and scale
of future development can be expected to respond to streetcar investment in a manner
distinctive to the character of each district. Anticipated focus of the development forecast with
this analysis is with development anticipated in the next several years and then for the first 10
years after streetcar is planned for inaugural service (or from 2017-27).
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Figure 7. Downtown Study Area Neighborhood Districts

Source:

E. D. Hovee & Company, LLC based on information from COTPA and Jacobs Engineering. Information
is illustrative and not intended as a definitive identification of downtown neighborhoods.
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Future Core to Shore Extension:


C2S Central – the portion of Core to Shore extending from the New Boulevard to the
new I-40 freeway alignment

With this analysis, economic development potentials are also considered for the C2S Central
area, albeit with no specific time frame for streetcar service currently identified. For ease of
terminology, this C2S Central area is referred to as C2S throughout this report.
Surrounding Districts:


Deep Deuce – an historic neighborhood located east of Gaylord Boulevard and north of
the rail alignment, which is receiving considerable new residential investment



Arts District – located just west and north of the CBD



Historic Film Row – considered as the portion of the Arts District encompassing the 600
and 700 blocks along Sheridan between Main and California



C2S South – planned for longer term redevelopment from the new I-40 alignment south
to the Oklahoma River (and outside the formal study area for this economic
development analysis)

While not directly served by streetcar, all but C2S South are within reasonable walking distance
of the 2013 Route Framework alignment being evaluated with this analysis. Any or some
combination of these neighborhood districts could conceivably be served with future streetcar
extensions depending on performance on the initial 2013 Framework investment. Reviewed as
a separate analysis is potential for streetcar service to the Oklahoma Health Center (OHC) area.

Oklahoma City Planning
Discussion of Oklahoma City’s planning framework for transit and economic development
begins with the MAPS initiative, followed by OKC Plan and subsequent Core to Shore master
planning together with consideration of regional transportation and transit planning. As noted,
a separate report subsequent to this analysis addresses land use and economic development
potential for the Oklahoma Heath Center (OHC) corridor.
Metropolitan Area Projects. While urban core area planning in many cities is led by an
initial planning effort, the Oklahoma City experience has been driven by a major funding
initiative predicated on broad community wide voter support. Metropolitan Area Projects
(MAPS) were initiated in 1993 when Oklahoma City voters approved the City’s first MAPS sales
tax in an effort to make significant improvements to downtown.
Subsequent MAPS extensions were approved by the voters with passage of MAPS for Kids in
2001 and MAPS 3 in 2009. Within the downtown area, the MAPS sales tax initiative has funded
major civic projects including the Ford Center (now Chesapeake Arena), Chickasaw Ballpark,
Bricktown Canal, and improvements to the Oklahoma River corridor.
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MAPS 3 is a 10-year construction program, funded by a limited term, one-cent sales tax
initiative that began in April 2010 and ends in December 2017. The initiative funds eight
projects and is estimated to raise $777 million.
Projects of particular significance to the downtown area and implementation of a modern
streetcar system and associated downtown redevelopment (together with initial cost
estimates) include:


Downtown Convention Center ($250 million)



Downtown Public Park ($130 million)



Modern Streetcar/Transit ($120 million)



Oklahoma River Improvements ($60 million)



Trails and Sidewalks ($50 million)

The first phase of the modern streetcar project is intended to both reinforce existing activity
and facilitate further redevelopment in the downtown core, Midtown and Bricktown areas.
Convention center redevelopment, a downtown public park, and Oklahoma River
Improvements are aimed to extend public-private investment and revitalization from the
southern end of the current core area across the New Boulevard into the C2S Central area. The
scale and timing of C2S investments could be further accelerated with future or second phase
streetcar extension. This could be facilitated by extending streetcar service into C2S from the
New Boulevard to the relocated I-40 interstate freeway.
OKC Plan 2000-2020. As approved by the Oklahoma City Council and adopted by the
Planning Commission in 2000, the OKC Plan began with a vision emphasizing:


Residential development with creation of a permanent downtown urban neighborhood



Improved occupancy for office and commercial buildings with diversification or core
downtown functions



Continued development of an entertainment and cultural district

Achieving this vision has included direction to “promote public-private cooperation to support
redevelopment.” Continuing and strengthening “Downtown’s role as an employment, cultural,
residential, and entertainment center” has been described as a primary goal of the Plan.
Priority implementation actions have included relocation of I-40 south of downtown, potential
re-introduction of trolley streetcar service in downtown, and developing supportive transit and
land use strategies for regional mobility corridors.
Market Achievable Development Densities. A more recent downtown planning
initiative has involved analysis of potentially achievable market densities (measured as FAR or
floor area ratios). As illustrated by the map on the following page, market-supportable FARs
range from as low as 0.35 in some largely single-family areas to more than 6.5 within the
downtown core area.
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Figure 8. Downtown Study Area Potential FAR Ratios

Source:

E. D. Hovee & Company, LLC based on data from the City of Oklahoma City.
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Core to Shore Plan. The Core to Shore Framework Master Plan, completed in 2008, outlines
a “blueprint” for re-creating the southern entrance to Downtown Oklahoma City. The full Core
to Shore (C2S) plan extends across a 750-acre area encompassing the downtown area to the
Oklahoma River.
The C2S plan envisioned relocating an interstate freeway (I-40) and connecting the downtown
core with the Oklahoma River. C2S also is intended to “transform the Core to Shore district
from an underutilized and economically underperforming area into a powerful venue for
economic growth.”
Over a several decade horizon, implementation is proposed to occur via an estimated $3 billion
initiative of public and private investment including:


Major public parks – anchored by a new 40-acre Central Park as a MAPS 3 project
extending on the south side of the New Boulevard to Union Station and between
Robinson and Hudson Avenues



A relocated state-of-the-art convention center and convention hotel



An estimated 3,000 housing units – ranging from single-family detached homes to
residential towers for ultimate population of an added 6,000-7,500 residents



Up to 550,000 square feet of retail space – plus build-to-suit office space in line with
business or corporate needs



Redevelopment of major sites such as the Cotton Producers Cooperative Oil Mill east of
Shields Boulevard



Adaptive reuse of Union Station and a multi-model transportation center



Potential introduction of a greater downtown circulator in recognition of the value of
both BRT and streetcar to access the C2S area via the planned Boulevard (as referenced
by the 2030 Fixed Guideway Plan prepared in 2005)

A C2S market analysis completed in early 2007, prior to the recession, estimated potential for
approximately 800 single-family housing units, nearly 2,200 multi-family housing units, and a
250,000-500,000 square foot retail center to be constructed over the 2005-20 time period.
The recession appears to have delayed the time frame over when this development might now
be reasonably expected. As a result, The Alliance for Economic Development of Oklahoma City
has recently contracted for an updated Downtown and C2S market study as part of the MAPS 3
program. When completed, results may be considered to refine some of the base case
assumptions with related C2S streetcar analysis.
Early phase C2S public sector projects are intended to include I-40 relocation, Central Park
development, convention center relocation, and Union Station adaptive reuse. Successful early
phase implementation will set the stage for accompanying private mixed use investment and
longer term momentum for redevelopment of the southern C2S area – extending further south
from the new I-40 freeway to the Oklahoma riverfront.
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The ultimate role of public transit was not fully defined with the initial C2S Plan. However,
potential elements have been identified to include an intermodal transit center, Union Station
adaptive reuse, and possible extension of downtown circulator or streetcar service as a “bidirectional loop” on both sides of Central Park.
It would be premature to determine specific street alignments for future C2S streetcar service.
However, the scope for this economic development analysis includes a preliminary assessment
of the role that streetcar could play in shaping the scale, mix of uses and timing of development
in the C2S Central area from the New Boulevard to the re-aligned I-40 corridor.
COTPA Planning. In 2005, the Central Oklahoma Transportation and Parking Authority
(COTPA) completed a 2030 regional fixed guideway systems plan for central Oklahoma. This
plan’s recommendations were developed in conjunction with several jurisdictions and later
incorporated into the Metropolitan Planning Organization’s (MPO) OCARTs planning effort and
the MPO’s Regional Transit Dialogue (RTD) efforts.
The 2030 systems plan in the COTPA 2005 Fixed Guideway Plan (FGP) recommended a streetcar
circulator for the greater downtown, the facilitation of transit supportive land uses, and various
financial tools. That FGP systems plan also recommended a transit hub, BRT, commuter rail,
regional transit funding, and other key capital improvements and tools for the region.
In 2010 and 2011, COTPA conducted an Alternatives Analysis (AA) for a downtown circulator.
This AA was helped along by the COTPA/MAPS Let’s Talk Transit streetcar visioning process in
2010. In July 2011, the AA resulted in a 7.6 track mile streetcar Locally Preferred Alignment
(LPA). While the specific alignment may vary somewhat from what was identified by the earlier
LPA description, the LPA serves as the basis for this 2013 Recommended Route Framework
analysis.
Even before the FGP and AA, COTPA completed a Long Range Service Plan in 2001. A key goal of
the plan was that “METRO Transit will be an active partner in promoting the economic growth
of the greater Oklahoma City metropolitan area.”
The Long Range Plan included identification of alternative funding sources that could be useful
for capital funding. Among the sources identified were innovative infrastructure financing
mechanisms, turnkey development/equity partnerships, value recapture, and use of property
and property rights (producing revenue through COTPA land holdings).
With its planning, COTPA/Metro Transit has also identified the very low operating funding
levels it faced and therefore “when compared with similar cities, METRO transit provides less
service and carries fewer passengers” than other metro regions of the U.S. of similar size. A
long-term vision is for fixed guideway transit including re-introduction of streetcar service. This
action is viewed as integral to creating a “riding culture” for transit as a mode of choice within
the greater Oklahoma City area.
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OCARTS Regional Transportation. Consistent with its role as the Metropolitan Planning
Organization (MPO) for the Oklahoma City metro region, the Association of Central Oklahoma
Governments (ACOG) has conducted the Oklahoma City Area Regional Transportation Study
(OCARTS). As MPO, ACOG works with and has relied on COTPA planning analysis together with
input from local jurisdictions throughout the region.
The OCARTS region includes 40 cities and towns located within the more urbanized portions of
the six-county metro area. This planning region includes Oklahoma and Cleveland Counties
together with portions of Canadian, Grady, McClain and Logan Counties.
Aging and continued diversification of the region’s population are viewed as major drivers of
change in the decades ahead. Within the OCARTS area, households and employment are
forecast to increase between 2005 and 2035 by approximately 31% and 33%, respectively.
Population has been forecast to increase by 31% – somewhat more slowly than employment
due to expectations of declining average household size.
Even with some increased transit ridership, vehicle miles of travel are anticipated to rise even
more rapidly. Vehicle miles traveled have been forecast to increase by about 53% over this 30year time horizon (to 2030).
As of 2005, the OCARTS region had a total population of 1.076 million – accounting for close to
95% of total MSA population. The OCARTS region also had 461,000 housing units and
employment of over 578,000.
OCARTS projections of population, households and employment are available not only at a
regional level but also for transportation analysis zones (TAZs) down to the block level, as in the
downtown Oklahoma City area. Because TAZ projections appear to have underestimated actual
growth within the downtown Oklahoma City area, OCARTS forecasts have been adjusted
through a collaborative provisional multi-agency planning process as described by Appendix D
to this report. Adjusted TAZ data is utilized to forecast base case development that might
reasonably be expected within the 2013 Route Framework and C2S areas without streetcar.
What follows is an overview of adjusted TAZ projections for housing units and employment
covering the 2005-35 time period. Forecast allocations are indicated for:


The benefit area potentially encompassed by the 2013 Route Framework as defined for
purposes of this preliminary analysis



The portion of the Core to Shore (C2S) that might be most readily affected by a potential
streetcar extension



A larger downtown study area (extending from Western Avenue on the west to I-235 on
the east, and from the relocated I-40 freeway on the south to the north side of 13th
Street from Western to Robinson Avenues and 16th Street in the vicinity of BroadwayRobinson on the north)
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As illustrated by the chart to
the right, the downtown
study area for this
assessment had an
employment base of 37,850
together with an estimated
2,400+ housing units and
6,500 residents as of 2005.
In effect, the downtown
study area comprises 6-7%
of the urban OCARTS area
employment and less than
1% of regional population.

Figure 9. Housing & Employment Forecasts (to 2027)
Housing Units

From 2005-27, downtown
study area employment is
projected to increase by
about 25%, while regional
jobs are estimated to
increase 28%.

Employment

By comparison, the number
of downtown housing units
is projected to more than
triple compared to a 26%
increase in the number of
housing units in the greater
OCARTS region.
When considered by
downtown subareas of
importance for this
assessment, the following
added observations are
noted:


Source:

OCARTS, See Appendix D for added detail. Adjusted TAZ-based

As of 2005, the
OCARTS forecasts are used with a without streetcar (base case)
potential benefit
development scenario, as described later in this report.
area encompassed by
the 2013 Framework accounts for nearly 80% of downtown area employment and close
to 50% of downtown housing units. Over half of downtown employment is within the
Zone A (1 block) of the 2013 Route Framework. Through 2027, both employment and
housing growth are anticipated to continue to cluster in close proximity to the 2013
Route Framework.
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Currently, the Core to Shore (C2S) area comprises a relatively small (about 5%) share of
both downtown area employment and housing. From 2005-27,the an adjusted OCARTS
forecast indicates that C2S would account for nearly 17% of the added housing units in
the downtown study area but only about 3% of the net change in employment-related
activity.

Forecast Implications. Both regional and downtown/streetcar alignment specific
implications are noted with the adjusted OCARTS base case (or without streetcar) forecasts:


For the OCARTS region, the average annual rate of housing and employment growth for
the 2017-27 time period (the forecast horizon for this streetcar-related assessment) is
forecast to occur at about the same rate or perhaps slightly lower as from 2005-17.



For the 2013 Framework benefit area, the rate of housing development from 2005-17 is
forecast to be particularly rapid reflecting current development activity, then slowing
after 2017 but still about 80% above regional rates of housing growth. 2013 Route
Framework employment growth is forecast to occur at about the same rates (perhaps
slightly slower) for the 2013 Route Framework than regionally.



For the C2S area, housing forecasts are well above those of the region reflecting C2S
plan implementation – albeit with lower base case rates of job growth expected.

While these adjusted OCARTS growth factors serve as key assumptions to underpin the without
streetcar (base case) scenarios for the 2013 Route Framework and C2S benefit areas, other
demographic and employment characteristics are also of note, as summarized in the next
section of this analysis.

Study Corridor Demographics & Employment
A number of demographic, housing and employment analyses have been conducted in recent
years. Summarized below is demographic employment information reviewed as a means to
further inform this economic development assessment.
Demographics & Housing. A 2009 MAPS Impact Analysis was conducted for downtown
study area extending from Western Avenue to east of I-235 to encompass the Oklahoma Health
Center (OHC). This study area had an estimated 11,100 residents as of 2008 – up by nearly
1,550 (or 16%) since 2000. Demographics of note include greater diversity of race/ethnicity
than elsewhere in the OKC area – with just under half of downtown residents as white alone,
one third black and the remainder of other racial/ethnic backgrounds.
Employment. The 2009 MAPS Impact Analysis estimated that the downtown study area had
an estimated 34,750 employees as of 2006 (covering the 73102, 73103 and 73104 zip codes).
After losing establishments, employment and payroll from 1995-2001, the area gained about
4,000 jobs in the next five years – described as “a renaissance whose timing tracks the opening
of the major MAPS projects.” For the entire study area, average payroll was 36% above that of
the Oklahoma County average – even higher within the more narrowly defined downtown CBD.
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Much of the recent impetus for economic expansion and resulting payroll increases in
downtown and the OKC metro region has come from energy companies including Continental
Resources, Devon Energy Corp., and Sandridge Energy Inc. These companies have recruited
nationally for workers with a highly skilled younger workforce and have established substantial
local headquarters presence. As of year-end 2012, unemployment in the OKC metro region was
at just 4.7%, well below the national average of 7.8%.

Residential & Commercial Development
Since 1993 when voters first approved a municipal sales tax to
fund major capital improvements (via MAPS), significant public
and private re-investment has been experienced in the central
core of Oklahoma City. In a 20-year period between 1995 and
2014, an estimated $5.1 billion in significant downtown area
investments are anticipated. Of this amount, 38% has been
associated with medical and research projects, 23% with public
projects including MAPS, 19% with office and parking facilities,
7% with major housing and mixed use projects, and 13% with
hotel, retail/entertainment, cultural and river-related projects.12

OKC Prospects
“We will see a push in
one tertiary market –
Oklahoma City,” and “we
are seeing many
companies moving from
the West Coast to
Oklahoma.” As an energy
location, Oklahoma City
(32) moved up four points
in the (ULI) investment
prospect ranks.

Oklahoma City has received national recognition for its economic
performance. Within the last year, OKC was ranked by Forbes at
10th for “best big city for jobs” and ranked #1 by the U.S. Bureau
of Labor Statistics for highest annual earnings growth rate.13

- Urban Land Institute,
2013 Emerging Trends in
Real Estate

Oklahoma City also continues to move up in the rankings of cities worth watching for national
real estate prospects. While 43rd in market size, OKC is ranked 32nd overall in the U.S. for “U.S.
markets to watch” by the national development organization Urban Land Institute (ULI) and
fares best in terms of perceptions regarding homebuilding prospects (at #30).
Office Space. As of the 2008 C2S plan, the Oklahoma City CBD had about 5.2 million square
feet of office space of which over one-quarter (27.8%) was vacant as of 2008. While Class C
space constitutes the majority of vacant space, rental rates even with Class A space have been
below the rates typically required to support new speculative multi-tenant office development.
However, the potential need for new headquarters office centers (as with the energy sector)
has provided opportunities for high amenity build-to-suit office space.
The most dramatic change in the OKC skyline came with the 2011 completion of the 52-story
Devon Energy office tower. Other recent investments have included refurbishment of the 29story Kerr-McGee tower for SandRidge Energy, the SONIC Corp headquarters in Bricktown, a
new downtown Federal Campus, and smaller office structures as build-to-suits for organizations
including the American Choir Directors Association and Oklahoma City Community Foundation
(cited as the first new office building constructed along Broadway in 40+ years).
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Retail Development. Market analysis conducted as part of the C2S plan indicates that, while
once serving as the premier retail center in Oklahoma City, the downtown core now offers
relatively little retail other than specialty stores. Bricktown has developed as a
specialty/destination retail area – especially for dining and entertainment. Retail uses including
dining, recreation and entertainment uses have benefitted from a substantial increase in
documented tourism activity with MAPS projects – increasing by 13% from 6.6 million visits to
Downtown OKC in 2003 to 8.6 million in 2008. During this same time period, tourism activity in
Bricktown nearly tripled from 1.0 to 2.9 million visits annually.
C2S is seen as providing an opportunity for a destination retail center, defined as providing the
impetus to attract regional customers and expand the existing retail market. Potential
opportunity for a major urban retail center was indicated as ranging from 250-550,000 square
feet. As noted by the C2S plan: “The Oklahoma City metropolitan area lacks a comparable
urban retail center, making this a new product for the region.” The demand for this potential
retail destination is currently being re-assessed as part of an updated C2S market report.
Hotel Development. This sector has taken on a greater role for downtown OKC in recent
years, noted as a major opportunity in conjunction with increasing room rates and occupancy
levels. As of the 2009 MAPS Impact Analysis, increased convention and tourism activity had
resulted in the reopening of a downtown landmark (the Skirvin), refurbishment of a major hotel
(the Sheraton), and additional smaller boutique hotels opened or under construction. Five
quality hotels now exist west of the BNSF rail tracks near the Cox Convention Center and two
are now open east of the tracks in Bricktown.
A headquarters hotel targeted for 500+ rooms is currently planned in conjunction with
convention center relocation. Up to eight more hotels are being planned for the Bricktown
area, with added hotel interest in the Midtown area as well.
Residential Resurgence. As in numerous other urban areas across the U.S., residential
development is no longer an afterthought but often now viewed as pivotal to ramped up urban
revitalization. During the 1990s, there was some initial movement toward added residential
development, with approximately 375 apartments constructed in the greater OKC downtown
area.14 A 2009 MAPS Impact Analysis report cited “a substantial turnaround in the (downtown)
housing environment after 2000.” A subsequent 2011 Downtown Housing Strategies &
Implementation Plan documents the addition of 1,110 housing units added to the downtown
area in the 2000 and 2010. This represents a 55% increase in downtown’s housing inventory
occurring over just one decade.
Approximately 85% of the units built over the decade represented new construction. An
estimated 80% of the decade’s development occurred from 2006-10 (after completion of an
earlier 2005 Downtown Housing Demand Study). For the second half of the decade, over 60% of
the development comprised rental units with close to 40% as for-sale units.
Starting in the 1990s, the market for downtown housing consisted largely of younger single and
married downtown workers. With later developments up to the recession, the market began to
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shift to what a 2007 C2S market study described as “up-scale buyers including empty nesters
and move-up buyers.” However, developers remained relatively cautious, generally building
“not more than 40 units in a single phase.”
A subsequent 2008 market study was somewhat more conservative – at least for the C2S area.
While forecasting potential for up to 2,160 multi-family units, average absorption was forecast
at just over 160 units per year – meaning an approximate 15 year absorption period to C2S area
build-out. An additional 800 single-family units were forecast, bringing the total potential at
build-out to between 3,000-3,500 new residential units.
As has been experienced elsewhere nationally and within the downtown area due to the
recession, the C2S market expectation for multi-family development is now at least temporarily
more oriented to rental product than occurred through much of the last decade. The extent to
which latent demand for condo and townhome product re-emerges with continuing economic
recovery is a matter of some uncertainty, both locally and nationally.
Public Development. MAPS has not only improved the public infrastructure essential for
downtown reinvestment. A related outcome has been the development of major new building
facilities including a new public library branch, Civic Center Music Hall renovation, Cox
Convention Center 100,000 square feet expansion, construction of the 20,000-seat Ford (now
Chesapeake) Arena, and completion of the 12,000-seat Chickasaw Bricktown Ballpark.

STREETCAR DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS
With this background discussion covering recent trends together with the regional and
downtown area economic outlook, it is useful to turn more specifically to a review of what is
known about downtown area development activity currently planned and underway. This is
followed by preliminary identification of other projects from public and private sources.

Mapping Streetcar Development Projects
As illustrated by the map and chart on the next two pages, 53 development projects have been
tallied to date as currently planned within the downtown area – in proximity to the MAPS 3
streetcar. The project sites shown were either being actively planned or under construction as
of 2011 when the initial MAPS 3 Streetcar Locally Preferred Alternative was identified. As a
general guide, revisions have been made consistent with a focus on projects:


That are currently planned
(not yet completed as of 2012 or currently under construction)



Generally anticipated for completion over the 2013-17 time period
(prior to opening of a streetcar alignment)



Covering projects primarily intended for residential or commercial use
(excluding planned projects that are primarily facilities for parking)
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Figure 10. Downtown Oklahoma City Streetcar Development Projects

Source: Shiels Obletz Johnsen, Inc. and E. D. Hovee & Company, LLC, from information as provided by The Alliance
for Economic Development, Downtown OKC, and based on interviews with downtown area development firms and
organizations. See attached listing for details. Revised as of August 2013.
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Figure 11. Oklahoma City Streetcar Development Projects (As of August 2013)
Map ID Project
1-8
Mickey Clagg (multiple sites)

Use
TBD

Comments

9

St. Anthony Hospital Expansion

Medical

125k sf expansion + new building, $83 mil

10

Osler Building

Hotel

44k sf, 54 rooms

11

2 NW 9th

Retail

7k sf

12

Villa Teresa School

Education

Operations will end

13

The Edge

Residential, Retail, Parking 20k sf retail, 249 units, 400 pkg sps (some public), $36 mil

14

Warehouse Conversion

Office

15

Oklahoma Contemporary Arts Museum Museum

40k-50k sf

16

Maywood Apts Phase II

Residential

160 units

17

Maywood Flats

Residential

18 condos

18

1101 N Broadway

Office, Retail

60k sf

19

1100 N Broadway

Office, Retail

20k sf

20

Marion Hotel Building

Residential

9 units

21

Housing Authority Site

Residential (current)

Possible redevelopment if housing is replaced

22

OCU Law School

Education

23

The Metropolitan

Residential, Parking

Possible housing w/ structured parking rehab, 600
students, 100 faculty & staff
330 units, pkg garage, $45 mil, construction start 2014

24

Journal Record Building

Office

25

Carnegie Center

Residential, Commercial

26

Sandridge Commons

Office, Retail

27

Mosaic Apartments

Renovation 10- & 29-story existing, 6-story new
construction, public park, $100 mil
Residential, Retail, Parking 96 units, 2-story parking, 1k sf retail

28

Aloft Hotel

Hotel, Retail

130 units, 3k sf retail, $18 mil

29

Apartments (unnamed)

Residential

Developer has purchased adjacent sites

30

The Hill

Residential

31

Staybridge Suites

Hotel

Urban Renewal Authority Project built by private
developer, 150 townhomes
137 units

32

Bricktown Hotel (unnamed)

Hotel

Hotel developer has purchased site

33

Hyatt Hotel

Hotel

220 units, $27 mil

34

Entertainment Center

Entertainment

35

Stewart Mill Fab Site

Residential, Hotel, Retail

20-50k sf retail, 350-375 units, $75 mil

36

Holiday Inn Express

Hotel

55k sf

37

Mideke Building

Residential, Office

38

19 Sheridan

Residential

40k sf retail/office, some of the 36 units to be affordable
thru CDBG funds, $8.5 mil
Possible student housing

39

House of Bedlam

Retail

30k sf, $5.5 mil

40

Kevin Durant Restaurant

Retail, Entertainment

10k sf, $700k

41

Compress Site

Residential

Condominiums

42

Century Center

Office, Retail, Parking

95K sf, OK Publishing HQ (325-350 jobs), $19 mil

43

Main Street Arcade Building

Commercial

29k sf

44

Police Headquarters/Municipal Courts

Civic

$50 mil

45

Boutique Hotel

Hotel

46

609 W Sheridan

Flex Space

14k sf, $1.8 mil

47

Downtown Elementary School

Education

80k sf, $14 mil

48

Stage Center

Office, Retail, Parking

49

Convention Center

Entertainment, Hotel

Proposed 20+ stories office w/ ground floor retail &
parking
Possible site for new center & hotel, $250 mil

50

Future C2S Development Site

TBD

Alliance made offer on property

51

Core to Shore Park

Park

Potential extension of streetcar around park, $130 mil

52

11 NW 8th

Office or Residential

25k sf

53

Hart Building

Office, Retail, Gallery

40k sf

Rehab & associated parking garage to be constructed by
OKC across street
24k sf, 19 units, $400k

Source: Shiels Obletz Johnsen, Inc. and E. D. Hovee & Company, LLC, from information as provided by COTPA, The
Alliance, Downtown OKC, and based on interviews with downtown area development firms and organizations.
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As depicted by the map and project listing, specific clusters of planned investment activity are
noted in terms of 2013 Route Framework alignment proximity – including the Bricktown,
Broadway/Robinson CBD core and Midtown areas.
Streetcar development projects are also noted for the Deep Deuce and Film Row districts,
somewhat further removed (generally beyond 3 blocks) from the 2013 Route Framework
alignment. Projects currently noted for the C2S area include the C2S Park and an adjoining
Alliance redevelopment parcel.
Of these development projects, at least 12 are identified as scheduled for development prior to
the 2017 planned opening of the first Oklahoma City streetcar line. With the exception of the
C2S Park (planned for 2018), specific timelines for the other projects have not yet been
specifically identified though completion by 2017 is generally assumed for purposes of this
analysis. TOD-related opportunities to influence the scope and timing of planned developments
with a streetcar investment are likely greater for those projects still being planned – depending
on finalization of initial streetcar corridor alignment and funding commitments.

Market Perspectives
To identify planned projects for this
development assessment, personal
interviews were conducted with
private and public sector
development organizations in
January 2013. Purposes of the
interviews were to:


Review successful
partnerships and tools used
in recent Oklahoma City
urban projects



Identify private investment
priorities and the potential
for streetcar to influence
future decision-making



Determine current
incentives and disincentives to promoting
urban development in
conjunction with planned
streetcar investment.

Figure 12. Development Interviews
Name
Mark Beffort
Jeff Bezdek
Andy Burnett
Mickey Clagg
Russell Claus
Joe Hodges
Randy Hogan
Larry Hopper
Jane Jenkins
Steve Mason
Richard McKown
Cathy O’Connor
Jim Parrack
Marsh Pittman
Nick Preftakes
David Todd

Organization
Office Developer
Transit Subcommittee/
Modern Transit Project
Sperry Van Ness
Midtown Renaissance
Oklahoma City Planning Department
St. Anthony’s Hospital/
SSM Healthcare
Stonegate-Hogan
COTPA/Metro Transit
Downtown Oklahoma City Inc.
Cardinal Engineering
Center City Development, LLC
Alliance for Economic Development
Price Edwards & Company
Hampton Inn
Precor Realty Advisors
Oklahoma City MAPS 3
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A list of persons interviewed is provided by the foregoing chart. Interaction from these one-onone interviews proved instrumental to identify planned projects and to shape a subsequent
February 2013 Fresh Eyes workshop.
Market Overview. Virtually all of those interviewed have been bullish on prospects for nearand mid-term development opportunity – both generally throughout the Oklahoma metro
region and more specifically in the downtown area. As a real estate development professional
noted, OKC did not experience mass speculation pre-recession so there is less excess inventory
now. Current prospects have been fueled by the energy boom across the central U.S.
The rediscovery of urban living is the most widely cited
turnaround in market prospects for the downtown area –
including specialty districts such as Deep Deuce and Midtown.
Residential demand is anchored by empty nesters and young
professionals – augmented by those associated with the military
and medical/dental students.
One interviewee noted clear evidence of “pent-up demand from
the younger generation” for urban-oriented development. Those
employed in the energy industry average 30 years of age, many
of whom are disposed to live downtown, closer to both work and
entertainment options.
The urban OKC market remains extremely price sensitive,
meaning that higher density non-wood frame structures (above
about five floors) have not yet proven financially feasible. As is
the case elsewhere, rental apartment projects are achieving the
widest acceptance at this time. Getting more employer-related
housing, as with OHC and St. Anthony’s, is also suggested.
Those interviewed have been skeptical of the market potential
for ownership/condo product. However, some interviewees
suggest that there may yet be an opportunity for the right condo
product to be developed at an affordable price point.
One developer noted that single-level condo flats in the 1,2002,000 square foot range experienced good pre-sales prior to the
recession. This party would consider condos again, if secured
parking could be obtained.
Many, but not all, of those interviewed suggest that OKC’s autooriented environment is not likely to change in the near future,
but that downtown will continue to attract more development
with living downtown an increasingly popular lifestyle choice.

The Downtown OKC
Market Comments
“The market is great for
housing, office, and
parking – but not for
retail”
“Need more heads in
beds for more retail.”
“Drivers of residential are
empty nesters and young
professionals.”
“Young demographic likes
old warehouses with
cement floors”
“… high end condos
don’t work – all have
failed.”
“… condo opportunity is
being missed”
“… emphasis is still housing
but with growing interest
in office, especially from
major corporate interests.”
“Upper floors are
occupied, ground floor
retail less so.”
“We’re starving for
residents”
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Office represents a growing opportunity for a “resurgence of downtown.” Potential demand is
being generated by major corporate (often energy-related) firms. The interest is potentially
spreading to locally based creative firms, in part, because downtown is perceived as “cool,
there are things to do.” However, rents are not yet adequate to support the cost of new Class A
construction, except for owner-user structures where the property owner is essentially paying a
higher cost of occupancy than the rental market currently supports.
Core area retail has been on a generally downward trend since the 70s. Conversely, Bricktown
has experienced substantial retail related investment – focused on restaurant, recreation,
entertainment and lodging venues. The core Broadway corridor has experienced some signs of
potential turnaround with smaller independent stores, described as offering “organic growth.”
Getting more retail likely depends on ability to shape a “living downtown.”
Downtown Area Districts. The distinct character and
opportunities associated with each individual downtown/
neighborhood district is repeatedly noted by those interviewed.
For the downtown core, a specific challenge cited is getting
workers out of their office towers for shopping – during lunch or
after work. Office workers in downtown could use a more
diverse base of convenience retail, such as grocery and pharmacy
as well as high-end specialty. Broadway has good occupancy,
except at ground level. Other core area locations promising for
retail may be Park Avenue and West Main.
For housing, the greatest opportunity cited is “around the core”
in adjoining neighborhoods, notably of Midtown and Deep
Deuce. However, one party suggested that there may be “one-off
opportunities” for future high rise residential towers of 8-15
stories (as with Park Harvey and Montgomery at Main and
Walker).
Bricktown has come into its own as a regionally, if not nationally,
recognized destination district. Opportunities are noted for
added entertainment and lodging development – linked to sports
venues and the convention center. Opportunities for tighter
integration of Bricktown with the adjoining Deep Deuce
residential neighborhood also might be possible with
redevelopment of large vacant or underutilized parcels still
remaining as barriers between the two districts.

District Specific
Comments
“Broadway has gone
more to local retail,
Bricktown to restaurant
and personal service
businesses.”
“Locals don’t eat in
Bricktown”
“Automobile Alley has
great store fronts – still
underutilized”
The next wave of
development: “Midtown
near St. Anthony’s – to the
west and then south.”
“Current city focus is to
the west of the core on
the Film District for
architects, restaurants,
creatives”
“Core to Shore is too far
away, not yet ready for
development”

Midtown is more about reuse and repurposing of existing underutilized parcels for residential.
Infill mixed use with retail and office also represents a strategic opportunity. This is especially
the case in proximity to the St. Anthony’s medical complex and for added ground floor retail
opportunity on the north end of Broadway’s Automobile Alley.
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Some concern is expressed that premature focus on incenting Core to Shore (C2S) development
may “spread the market.” In this view, what’s important now is “focusing the buzz, intensity
and urban stacking” in the existing downtown core.
However, C2S is viewed by others as offering great opportunity into the next generation, with
underutilized sites ready for redevelopment as a continuation of core area redevelopment.
From a planning perspective, C2S may represent a transitional zone, likely with application of a
form-based zoning code offering great flexibility for mixed use and with no limits on potential
density.
Catalyst Role for Economic Development. Oklahoma City
has a clear sense of the role that the public sector can play in
shaping the future of the city. This is illustrated by the creation of
multiple urban renewal districts in downtown as well as
elsewhere in OKC, coupled with strong and continuing voter
support for MAPS projects – including MAPS 3 streetcar funding.
As in many cities, there is cautious optimism with diverse
opinions expressed as to the city shaping and community serving
role that streetcar can and should play in Oklahoma City.
In the words of one experienced real estate developer, many of
the planned projects now queued up would likely happen
without streetcar, but streetcar would “firm up” plans for uses
such as residential and added hotels. By comparison, retail is
described as essentially a “loss leader,” and dining as “a struggle”
that streetcar would improve if service ran from downtown past
the convention center to Bricktown.
A “10-year window of opportunity” for significant urban
revitalization is cited as reasonable forecast horizon for
downtown OKC. The core area needs “rooftops” in the form of
added residential units plus hotels. And streetcar can help incent
this development.

Cautious Optimism for
Streetcar as
Development Catalyst
Public sector role: “step in
when the private sector
doesn’t”
“… need to determine if
streetcar is to have an
economic development
or ridership focus.”
“Housing is most likely to
be influenced by
streetcar; for retail and
office there will be little
difference.”
“Streetcar will help to get
people into downtown …
more helpful for housing
and retail.”
“… will feel closer to
downtown.”

To the extent that a streetcar circulator becomes perceived as a viable alternative to short trip
driving within the central city, there may also be an opportunity to negotiate to reduce parking
ratios. Reducing the amount of land and building structure devoted to constructing parking
would help to improve development feasibility for office, residential, retail and entertainment
venues.
And for a number of those interviewed, the real test of the extent to which streetcar serves to
leverage development will depend on perceptions of frequency, access to key downtown
destinations, and convenience. To be effective, the service will need to be more frequent,
operating over longer hours, and perceived as more permanent than the Downtown Discovery
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bus replacing the Red Trolley (which has been mainly oriented to lunch-time traffic and serving
area hotels, the Oklahoma City National Memorial and downtown transit center).
Streetcar Alignment. Not surprisingly, a number of comments were heard regarding
streetcar alignment and operational considerations as part of this early 2013 interview process.
Recognizing that alignment options are still under consideration and that this assessment
addresses a 2013 Route Framework, at this point alignment considerations remain of
importance with respect to assuring that a full range of development opportunities may be
considered. At the time of the interviews, the 2011 LPA was the route identified for review.
There was considerable discussion of the role that streetcar could play (or not play) with a
Broadway/Robinson couplet. From the interviews, there appeared to be strong consensus over
the role that streetcar could play on Broadway to encourage improved ground floor use and fill
in empty spaces along the streetfront.
As one interviewee suggested: “Use streetcar to make Broadway better with infill
development.” Another recommended that streetcar on Broadway serve to reinforce a livework connection, as with the gas lamp district in San Diego or Country Club Plaza in Kansas City.
There was less consensus about TOD potential for Robinson – due to its largely already built-up
status for government and non-profit, including religious, uses. An option suggested for added
consideration is making streetcar two-way on Broadway instead. Alternatively, if a loop route is
preferred, there may be better opportunities to the west on Hudson or Walker – though this
may increase the walk distance for either the incoming or outgoing trip for many patrons.
Another approach suggested is for “streetcar to help redevelop parcels that are most difficult,”
rather than districts for which development “will happen anyway.” However, streetcar cannot
be relied on to make a bad location work on its own – unless other development interest can be
reasonably foreseen.
Other comments and suggestions made during the interview process included:


Providing an option for streetcar to interface with the transit center on Hudson



Preference by some for NW 10th rather than 11th/13th for a Midtown segment



Assure east-west connectivity from Bricktown to the Film District as “the main visitor
link” as well as north-south Broadway “infill opportunities for higher potential”



Encourage live-work options as in the gas lamp district in San Diego or Country Club
Plaza in Kansas City



Extend the eastern Bricktown terminus to Joe Carter



Why not a wider loop like Broadway/Hudson?

And interest was expressed to avoid overhead wires where possible – especially on portions of
the Broadway segment, for example, by using natural gas and/or battery means to power
streetcar vehicles.
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Streetcar Success? How will OKC know if MAPS 3 streetcar is a success? Some suggestions
were provided by the stakeholders interviewed:


“…increased, sustained ridership with development.”



“Does it go where people want and get them there in a timely fashion?”



“How often it runs, timely accessibility, not ignore development to west and no
overhead wires”



“… put tracks in the ground – as a magnet for development.”



“Could get several thousand housing units”



“Has to be part of the larger OKC transport system”

Incenting TOD
Consistent with Oklahoma City development interviews and experience nationally, it is
apparent that transit-oriented development (TOD) potentials may be enhanced in similar but
also distinct ways for 2013 Route Framework and C2S benefit areas, summarized as follows.
2013 Route Framework Alignment:


Establish a tight loop – either with streetcar running bi-directionally on the same street
or as a couplet allowing for an additional block in-between allowing for maximum TOD
benefit. While widening the loop to two or more blocks theoretically increases the area
of potential development benefit, this may be more than offset by the added out-ofdirection streetcar and pedestrian travel time and inconvenience involved.



Offer frequent and extended hour service – making streetcar useful for day-time
commutes and lunch travel, as well as for evening and weekend circulation by local
residents and visitors to retail, entertainment and cultural venues.



Emphasize walkability – with investment in high quality streetscape amenities and
pedestrian connections, plus options for other non-auto modes (such as bus and bike).



Scale back on parking – providing what is essential for existing and new development.
Increased transit use with the ‘short hops’ between downtown area destinations may
allow for reduced parking requirements and avoidance of unnecessary expense that
impairs the feasibility of downtown area development projects.



Engage adjoining and nearby property owner and development interests – to
encourage TOD whether in the form of new development or upgrading existing property
uses both ground and upper level.



Respond to major planned development projects – with flexibility to adjust planned
streetcar stop placement, and street amenity improvements on behalf of those projects
and developers prepared to make TOD commitments as for mixed use and increased
density in advance of streetcar opening. As has occurred in other cities with new
streetcar systems, development agreements may prove integral to formalizing
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expectations regarding improved transit service and mixed use development in areas
such as Core to Shore and the Midtown/St. Anthony’s area.


Make alignment and funding decisions quickly – so as to better position already
planned projects for improved TOD orientation and to maintain downtown OKC
revitalization momentum.

Core to Shore (C2S) Streetcar Extension (added opportunities):


Make a logical extension to the 2013 Route Framework – for efficiency of service and
ease of travel throughout an ever-wider served downtown urban environment.



Locate streetcar within walking proximity to but not necessarily directly on the C2S
park – to increase opportunities for the highest density development on both sides of
the street unless retail or other major attractor development is considered in the park.



Actively assemble and package land at TOD catalyst sites – using master development
agreements as for large site opportunities involving public-private partnerships to more
readily incent private investment and build broader C2S momentum with future
streetcar extensions.
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FORECAST ANALYSIS APPROACH
Based on the foregoing review of the current built and un-built environment together with the
OKC metro and downtown economic outlook, this development assessment now shifts to
consideration of prospective development potentials. With opening of fixed
guideway/streetcar service targeted for 2017, this analysis identifies and evaluates prospects
for transit supportive development that might occur over an approximately 10-year time
horizon from 2017-27 as envisioned for the 2013 Recommended Route Framework.
This discussion begins by outlining an analytical framework for a step-by-step forecast
allocation methodology. This is followed by more detailed specification of the without streetcar
and with streetcar development scenarios. The analysis approach is set within the context of
the 2013 Route Framework alignment. Because there is no specific alignment to evaluate in the
Core to Shore area, differences in approach to C2S are also noted, as applicable.
Framework for Analysis. Key analytical parameters can be characterized as follows:


For the entire length of a modern streetcar project alignment, two initial development
scenarios can be prepared and evaluated – a base case (or without streetcar) forecast
indicating development that might be anticipated without the transit investment and a
with streetcar scenario predicated on added development that might be expected along
the corridor as a result and in conjunction with the streetcar system investment.



The base case (or without streetcar) scenario is predicated on a continuation of the
pattern of development that was experienced along the corridor over the past decade.



The with streetcar scenario is based on actual experience in other cities that have made
streetcar investment – including detailed post-streetcar development documentation
that has been compiled for recent streetcar investments.15



As noted, the time frame for the forecast analysis is 10 years from the date of initial
phase streetcar completion and opening – currently anticipated for about 2017. The
analysis assumes that streetcar development projects as previously identified will largely
be completed during the 2013-17 time frame prior to inauguration of streetcar service.



The analysis distinguishes between potentials in benefit zones based on distance from
the fixed guideway alignment. This corresponds with experience indicating that greater
rates of development can be expected on vacant and underutilized properties in closer
proximity to streetcar.
For this analysis, Zone A includes all parcels and street rights of way within one block of
a streetcar alignment. Where streetcar runs in a couplet arrangement (on two parallel
streets), this includes properties situated between the two streets. Zone B is defined to
include all parcels and street rights of way situated at a distance of 2-3 blocks from the
streetcar alignment (i.e., either side of the couplet).



Three overall use categories are forecast separately – residential, commercial, and
exempt (generally non-taxable) uses. The City of Oklahoma City data identifies a fourth
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use category – mixed use – which is defined as a combination of industrial, retail and/or
residential uses in one building. For purposes of this analysis, the mix of uses is
estimated based on data available and allocated between residential and commercial
categories as applicable.16
Because no specific alignment has been evaluated at this date for the C2S area, separate
benefit Zone A/ B delineation is not possible. Rather, the approach taken is that any alignment
can reasonably be expected to serve the area between Shields Boulevard and Shartel Avenue.
As specific C2S alignment options are identified for evaluation in the future, it will become
possible to refine the approach reflecting greater intensity of development activity in closest
proximity to the streets of the streetcar route.
Development Scenario Specification. As a more detailed methodology, the following 10step approach is taken to forecast development potentials (including projections of added
building square footage and valuation) by Zone A and Zone B proximity classification:
1. As a starting point, a GIS dataset as compiled by E. D. Hovee has been utilized to provide
data covering such parcel-specific items as ownership, zoning, land area, building square
footage, year built, and valuation of land and improvements. This dataset serves as the
basis for the discussion of parcel-based Zone A/B corridor inventories and existing
conditions as described earlier in this report.
2. This dataset has also been adapted to calculate additional information as for
improvements to land valuation, floor area ratios, and typical per square foot assessed
valuation by land use – all of which serve as inputs to forecast development potentials
consistent with previous Oklahoma City development, existing base case forecasts of
future population and employment, and observed streetcar experience elsewhere.
3. Base case development (without streetcar) is forecast to occur in a manner consistent
with updated 2017-27 housing and employment projections for TAZs allocated by the
geographies identified for this analysis – Zones A/B and by segment for the 2013 Route
Framework and for the C2S area in its entirety. See Appendix D for added detail
regarding update revisions to the OCARTS/TAZ-based forecast. Base case conditions are
also aimed to match key parameters identified through the review of GIS data as a
means of conversion from housing and employment growth projections to related
building space and land needs.
4. With streetcar development is forecast to occur at ratios in excess of base case
development as has been experienced with quantified retrospective analyses for other
cities involving a sufficient track record of development activity to evaluate since system
opening.
For the Oklahoma City modern streetcar 2013 Route Framework alignment, the
potential bump in development rates is estimated at 4.5 times the without streetcar rate
within Zone A (one block distance) and to 2.0 times the without streetcar rate within
Zone B (extending 2-3 blocks from the alignment).17 For the C2S area (for which there is
no specific streetcar street alignment as yet to be tested), the streetcar bump (or
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5.

6.

7.

8.

development premium) across a single overall area benefit zone is assumed at an
average of 3.0 times base case development for this preliminary assessment.
As experienced elsewhere, increased development densities (or floor area ratios) are
expected under the with streetcar scenario, with FARs roughly double recent experience
for Zone A and 70-80% higher for Zone B properties for the benefit area of the 2013
Route Framework alignment. However, considerable variation between properties in
the same zone can be expected.
For the C2S area, a somewhat lower overall density increase in the range of 30-40% is
assumed – reflecting the expectation of more moderate residential densities combined
with a significant lifestyle retail development as envisioned by the 2008 C2S plan. These
assumptions may be subject to revision with separate C2S market analysis updating as is
now underway.
Properties within the corridor study area that are currently zoned for single-family
residential use, designated as historic sites and/or as exempt properties are generally
not expected to change under either without streetcar or with streetcar conditions.
Non-assessed sites also are not anticipated to change except for identified opportunity
sites that remain as not developed by 2017.
On a preliminary basis, new residential unit sizes are estimated to average between
about 1,000-1,100 square feet per residential unit in the 2013 Route Framework benefit
area. This reflects an anticipated mix of rental (apartment) and owner
(condominium/townhome) development with unit sizes above what is indicated with
the total existing inventory but below what was experienced with development over the
last decade.
For the C2S portion of the evaluation, the base case assumes average unit size of 1,675
square feet, which is below the lower end of what was identified with a 2007 C2S
market study. The with streetcar scenario reduces average unit size to an estimated
1,350 square feet, reflecting a continued shift to a more urban residential product mix.
Within the identified 2013 Route Framework benefit area, residential (including mixed
use) currently accounts for an estimated 5% of building square footage, increasing to
12% of all new developed building space over the last decade. With this analysis, the
residential share of new development in the Oklahoma City 2013 Route Framework
area is forecast to increase to about 30% of development from 2017-2027 with base
case conditions (consistent with updated TAZ projections) and potentially to just over
half (53%) of developed building area with streetcar. While reflecting a rapid shift
towards residential and mixed use, assumptions are more conservative than the
demonstrated streetcar experience in other cities.18
Within the C2S area, residential use accounts for 9% of existing building square footage
and just 2% of new development occurring over the last decade based on GIS data.
Building from a combination of revised OCARTS/TAZ projections and previous C2S
planning, it is anticipated that housing could account for as much as 90% of base case
development in the years ahead, reduced to just between 70-75% of area development
with streetcar. Streetcar service can be expected to facilitate not only added gains in
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residential units but also realization of some significant portion of a lifestyle or town
center destination retail component as has been envisioned by C2S planning to date.
9. With the 2013 Route Framework alignment, the bulk of new development activity (80%)
is assigned to vacant or unimproved parcels with a current improvement to land value
(I:L) ratio of up to 0.5 for the base case scenario. For the with streetcar scenario, the
share picked up by low value land is reduced to about 68%, with higher value properties
assigned the remainder of development. Due to a relative lack of under-improved
properties relative to development plans coupled with assumptions of a continuing
public land assembly role, about 50% of development in the C2S area is assigned to
parcels with a current I:L ratio of 0.5 or less.19
Utilizing these assumptions, there appears to be ample redevelopment capacity for both
the 2013 Route Framework and C2S areas evaluated under both base case and with
streetcar development scenarios. With the exception of some remaining opportunity
sites not developed by 2017, other non-assessed properties are generally assumed to be
not available for redevelopment over the 2017-27 forecast horizon with the 2013
Framework.
As noted, the forecast for the C2S, while covering a similar 10-year time frame, is not
tied to a specific schedule. If constructed, a streetcar line could be place in service at
some date subsequent to 2017.
10. Assessed valuation is forecast at “per square foot” rates consistent with data regarding
valuations of property developed over the 2000-11 time period, as calculated from the
full existing development database.20 All projections are based on current year assessed
estimates and are not adjusted for future inflation.
For higher density projects as anticipated in the scenario, per square foot valuations are
increased by about 25%. This is consistent with building with streetcar costs and
valuations typically associated with more urban development patterns.
Future year valuation is reduced by the amount of improvements valuation that would
be removed from a parcel where existing structures are redeveloped. Consequently,
calculations result in an estimate of net added (rather than gross) property valuation.
Added land values associated with increased development have also been estimated.
The gain in land value is estimated based on values along the corridor currently
associated with higher densities of development (measured in terms of land value per
FAR).21
Increased land values can be expected to benefit not only the properties on which new
development is located, but also to enhance the land values of nearby properties on
which new development does not occur within the 10-year forecast period.
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WITH & WITHOUT STREETCAR DEVELOPMENT SCENARIOS
Development scenarios are formulated consistent with the forecast analysis approach outlined
in the previous section of this report. Results are cumulative over 10 year forecast time period.
This 10 year time period is assumed to be 2017-2027 for the 2013 Recommended Route
Framework. A specific time schedule is not yet identified for possible future C2S extension – as
no start date is yet established.
Scenario Results. Summary results of the without streetcar and with streetcar development
analyses are as depicted by the following chart. Forecast results are also compared with existing
conditions as of 2011.
Figure 13. Without & With Streetcar Development Scenarios (10 Years)
Development Scenarios
(10 Years)
Existing Conditions (2011)
Land Area (Sq Ft)
Building Area (Sq Ft)
Current FAR Average

2013 Recommended Route Framework
Core to Shore
Zone A
Zone B
Total
Area
13,821,000
15,162,100
1.10

9,964,300
5,199,100
0.52

23,785,300
20,361,200
0.86

4,263,000
842,600
0.20

$849,127,000
$92,422,000

$243,647,000
$25,424,000

$1,092,774,000
$117,846,000

$30,463,000
$3,125,000

Base Case Scenario (w/o Streetcar)
Building Area (Sq Ft)
1,792,000
FAR of New Development
2.06

1,121,000
1.25

2,913,000
1.65

896,000
1.24

$202,186,000
$21,027,000

$112,552,000
$11,557,000

$314,738,000
$32,584,000

$124,796,000
$12,727,000

8,064,000
4.20

2,243,000
2.00

10,307,000
3.39

2,688,000
1.64

$1,148,005,000
$117,061,000

$314,545,000
$32,554,000

$1,462,550,000
$149,615,000

$414,801,000
$42,948,000

6,272,000
2.14

1,122,000
0.75

7,394,000
1.74

1,792,000
0.39

$945,819,000
$96,034,000

$201,993,000
$20,997,000

$1,147,812,000
$117,031,000

$290,005,000
$30,221,000

Market Valuation
Taxable Valuation

Market Valuation
Taxable Valuation
With Streetcar Scenario
Building Area (Sq Ft)
FAR of New Development
Market Valuation
Taxable Valuation
With Streetcar "Premium"
Building Area (Sq Ft)
FAR of New Development
Market Valuation
Taxable Valuation
Note:

All estimates are in current dollars, not adjusted for future inflation. More detailed segment data is
provided with Appendix F. Information is preliminary and subject to revision.

Source:

E. D. Hovee & Company, LLC.

Key observations related to this summary chart are outlined as follows.
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2013 Route Framework Alignment (10 Years from 2017-27):


Base case development (without streetcar) is forecast based on adjusted OCARTSrelated TAZ housing and employment forecasts. Results are a projected 2.9 million
square feet of new commercial, residential, mixed use and exempt development added
over a 10-year time period – representing an approximate 14% increase in the 2013
Route Framework alignment area’s existing (2011) building stock.
Market valuation (both real and personal property) increases by an estimated $315
million, which is approximately 29% higher than current valuation within the benefit
area. Taxable valuation increases by about $32-33 million. Note that all valuation
estimates are in 2013 dollars.



With Streetcar development is projected to result in construction of up to 10+ million
square feet of added commercial and residential building space, representing as much
as a 50% increase in the corridor’s building inventory compared to existing conditions.
Market valuation with this scenario increases by nearly $1.5 billion – more than
doubling the valuation for the area most benefitted within three blocks of either side of
the streetcar alignment. Taxable valuation increases by an estimated $150 million.



A With Streetcar “Premium” is calculated as the difference between development
anticipated with streetcar minus development without streetcar. In effect, the with
streetcar “premium” is calculated as an added 7.4 million square feet above and beyond
what could be expected under current (or trend) development conditions without
streetcar.
Market valuation could be $1.1-$1.2 billion higher and taxable valuation $117 million
more with the streetcar investment than without streetcar. In effect, the streetcar
investment offers the potential to deliver 3.5 times the level of new development and
more than 4.5 times the added assessed value as might be expected with base case
expectations in the absence of a transformative investment like the proposed streetcar.

Core to Shore (10 Years):


Base case development (without streetcar) is projected to represent close to an
estimated 900,000 square feet of added development – reflecting adjusted TAZ-based
residential and employment forecasts. While tentative depending on updated C2S
market analysis now underway, this preliminary base case forecast could represent as
much as a 100% increase in the C2S area 2011 existing building stock – before
accounting for structures that may be removed with redevelopment. Market valuation
increases by an estimated $125 million over 10 years, about four times the current
valuation within the C2S area – with taxable valuation up by an estimated $12.7 million.



With Streetcar development is projected to result in construction of close to 2.7 million
square feet of commercial and residential building space, which represents an
approximate three-fold increase in the corridor’s building inventory compared to
existing conditions. Market valuation increases by $415 million – with taxable valuation
up by an estimated $43 million.
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The With Streetcar “Premium” is calculated as an added 1.8 million square feet above
and beyond what might be reasonably expected under base case development
conditions over 10 years without streetcar. Market valuation would be $290 million
higher and taxable valuation would increase by $30 million with streetcar investment as
compared with the base case. In effect, the streetcar investment offers the potential to
deliver about three times the pace of new development and added market value than
would occur if recent development trends are continued in the absence of a
transformative C2S district investment like the proposed streetcar.

Consistent with recent development trends, the with streetcar scenario involves a continued
shift toward residential use along the streetcar corridors – whether for the 2013 Framework or
the C2S area. However, commercial/ employment related development (including retail, office,
industrial and public/institutional use) is also greater in the with streetcar scenario than without
this type of place-making investment.
In both the without streetcar and with streetcar scenarios, valuation increases more rapidly
than square footage due to the higher valuation associated with new uses anticipated –
especially residential. This is even more pronounced in the with streetcar scenario, due to the
continued shift toward residential and mixed use coupled with increased per square foot values
typically associated with higher density developments.
Added Housing & Employment. Based on the scenarios outlined above, it is also possible
to illustrate anticipated changes in housing units and employment for both the 2013 Route
Framework and C2S benefit areas. Employment estimates are net of existing employment in
existing structures that may be removed with redevelopment.
Figure 14. Added Housing & Employment Potential (10 Years)
10-Year Residential &
Employment Analysis
Residential Units
2017 Forecast Estimate

2013 Recommended Route Framework
Core to Shore
Zone A
Zone B
Total
Area

Added Units (2017-27):
Base Case
With Streetcar
Streetcar Premium
Employment
2017 Forecast Estimate
Added Jobs (2017-27):
Base Case
With Streetcar
Streetcar Premium

1,648

2,714

4,362

709

452
4,050
3,598

395
1,300
905

847
5,350
4,503

484
1,445
961

23,990

10,891

34,881

2,137

2,352
7,025
4,673

1,206
1,420
214

3,558
8,445
4,887

154
1,130
976

Note:

More detailed 2013 Route Framework segment data is provided with Appendix F.

Source:

E. D. Hovee & Company, LLC.
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As is illustrated by the foregoing chart, the 2013 Framework alignment indicates potential for
close to an added 850 housing units and 3,560 new jobs (net of job loss with older structure
demolitions) under base case conditions from 2017-27, as is consistent with adjusted TAZ-level
projections. New development increases to as much as 5,350 added housing units and potential
creation of 8,445 net new jobs with streetcar – developed over the 2017-27 time period in
conjunction with and subsequent to opening of streetcar service along a potential 2013 Route
Framework alignment.
The C2S area is associated with an added 480+ housing units and a net gain of 150+ jobs under
base case conditions (without streetcar) from 2017-27, also as consistent with updated TAZ
projections. New residential construction increases to 1,445 units and 1,130 net added jobs
with streetcar over this 10-year forecast period.
Streetcar implementation offers the potential to create as much as six times the number of
added housing units in the 3-block benefit area of the 2013 Route Framework environment and
three times the level of residential construction in the C2S area over a 10-year period, as
compared with the base case (without streetcar).
With employment, the 2013 Route Framework offers a potential to more than double base
case 10-year job gains with streetcar. For the C2S area, added jobs with streetcar are potentially
as much as seven times what is projected with currently relatively modest base case conditions.
Streetcar Development Project Implications. Development anticipated with streetcar
can be expected to encompass many of the projects now on the drawing board, especially
those that will come on line by 2017. Both pre- and post-2017, opportunity sites for planned
streetcar development projects include what have been identified for exempt sites as with
planned relocation of the convention center and redevelopment of the Stage Center property
or with future mixed use redevelopment of existing parking sites.
As noted with the development model analysis, there is more than ample land and FAR capacity
to accommodate streetcar development projects and added forecast development with
streetcar development through 2027. Capacity for continued development in the downtown
area can be expected to continue well beyond the 2027 (10-year post-streetcar) forecast period
of this analysis for the 2013 Route Framework area.
To the extent that TOD projects are successfully demonstrated in the early years just after the
targeted 2017 opening of an OKC modern streetcar project, development momentum may then
accelerate in the out-years extending beyond the 10-year time frame to 2027 that is the
primary focus of this forecast. Due to the large inventory of vacant and underutilized land along
the corridor, a more intensified pace of development also should be able to occur in a manner
that reinforces the character of the corridor’s existing residential and commercial
neighborhoods.
While not associated with a specific start date, future streetcar extension to C2S could not only
provide a logical tie-in to the 2013 Route Framework alignment, but also reinforce
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development around the Core to Shore Park. Future phases of C2S development could then be
expected to spread beyond the immediate vicinity of the park toward the perimeter of the C2S
plan area.
Getting to Transit-Oriented Development. In summary, this assessment indicates considerable
potential for an Oklahoma City modern streetcar to continue the re-focusing of development
back toward a more livable urban center that better serves the diverse interests of OKC
residents, employees, shoppers, and visitors. Successfully implemented and with cooperative
public-private partnership initiatives, long-term TOD benefits could well outpace the
expectations most readily quantified with this analysis.

VALUE CAPTURE OPPORTUNITIES
As a final step in the economic development analysis, estimates have been made of value
capture opportunities for fiscal revenue enhancement of two types:


Incremental property tax revenues – estimated to phase in on a cumulative basis over
the 2017-27 time period. Property tax revenues are calculated at the current millage
rate of $114.75 per $1,000 in adjusted assessed valuation.



Incremental sales tax revenues – also forecast over 10 years based on the proportions
of commercial activity anticipated to be subject to sales tax. Sales tax revenues are
calculated at a rate of 8.375% of taxable sales (including a 4.5% state share and 3.875%
Oklahoma City share).

Figure 15. Cumulative 10-Year Value Capture Potential
Revenue Analysis
2013 Recommended Route Framework
Core to Shore
(10 Years)
Zone A
Zone B
Total
Area
Incremental Property Tax Revenue (10-Year Cumulative)
Base Case Scenario
$13,266,000
$7,291,400
$20,557,400
$8,029,500
With Streetcar Scenario
$73,854,300
$20,538,500
$94,392,800
$27,096,200
With Streetcar Premium
$60,588,300
$13,247,100
$73,835,400
$19,066,700
Incremental Sales Tax Revenue (10-Year Cumulative)
Base Case Scenario
$22,939,300
$7,450,700
With Streetcar Scenario
$76,740,300
$11,746,000
With Streetcar Premium
$53,801,000
$4,295,500

$30,390,000
$88,486,300
$58,096,500

$8,913,200
$41,456,500
$32,543,300

Note:

All estimates are in current dollars, not adjusted for future inflation. More detailed segment data is
provided with Appendix F. Information is preliminary and subject to revision.

Source:

E. D. Hovee & Company, LLC.

Development within the 3-block benefit area of the 2013 Recommended Route Framework is
estimated to support a cumulative 10-year increase in property tax revenues of $20-$21 million
with the without streetcar (base case) scenario – increasing more than four-fold to an
estimated $94 million over 10 years with streetcar. Cumulative 10-year sales tax revenues are
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about $30 million with the base case scenario – more than doubling to potentially as much as
$88 million in the with streetcar scenario.
For the C2S area, case property tax revenues are projected to increase by $8 million under
without streetcar (base case) conditions over 10 years. As with the 2013 Framework area,
property tax revenues increase more than three-fold to $27 million with streetcar. Cumulative
10-year sales tax revenues increase from close to $9 million under base case conditions to
potentially as much as a cumulative $41 million with streetcar.
Sales tax revenue potentials are relatively greater (in relation to total development) for the C2S
area than with the 2013 Framework benefit area. This is because retail related uses are
potentially anticipated to account for the bulk (75%+) of commercial development with C2S
under base conditions and at least 50% pursuant to with streetcar conditions. This reflects the
2008 C2S plan commercial development emphasis on a potential lifestyle retail development, a
focus that may be revisited with updated C2S planning now underway.
By comparison, retail currently accounts for only about 15% of commercial space in the 2013
Route Framework benefit area. This share is not anticipated to change appreciably under base
case conditions, though the retail share could increase somewhat pursuant to a with streetcar
scenario. Also noted is that sales per square foot typically can be expected to be higher in a
planned destination retail center (whether as a lifestyle center or in a town center street
configuration), attracting a higher share of national tenants than generally occurs in a typical
downtown environment with a stronger mix of local and independent retailers.
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APPENDIX A. PREPARER PROFILE
This Oklahoma City Modern Streetcar Project Land Use & Economic Development Assessment
has been prepared for the Jacobs Engineering, Shiels Obletz Johnsen, COTPA, and the City of
Oklahoma City by the economic and development consulting firm E. D. Hovee & Company, LLC
(EDH). Since 1984, EDH has conducted market and feasibility assessments, impact analyses and
targeted business development strategies for public agency, private and non-profit
organizations – including residential, commercial, industrial, tourism-recreation and mixed use
assignments.
EDH has considerable experience in evaluating the transit-development nexus with particular
focus on the economic benefits of varied transit modes including bus, commuter rail, light rail,
streetcar, and marine transport applications. Based in the Pacific Northwest, the firm has
conducted project assessments both regionally and nationally over the last 25+ years.


Within the Portland metro area, the firm has been involved with economic development
evaluations associated with the Portland Transit (bus) Mall, three MAX light rail
corridors, the Portland Streetcar as implemented, streetcar extension to Portland’s
eastside now completed, and long-term potential citywide expansion with the Portland
Streetcar System Plan.



Streetcar-related development assessments have been prepared for planned projects in
Boise, Reno, San Antonio, Anaheim and Santa Ana (California). In all each city, EDH
provided analysis of development potentials with and without streetcar, added
valuation that might be covered by a property assessment district (for partial capital
funding), and tax increment revenues. In Boise (as in Portland), EDH has also evaluated
carbon footprints of streetcar related development compared to the suburban
alternative. In San Antonio, eight potential streetcar alignments were evaluated.



EDH contributed to an assessment of the economic and environmental benefits to be
incorporated as part of a research report Land Use Planning for Transit Supportive
Development: A Practitioners Guide – being assembled by the New Jersey Institute of
Technology (NJIT) for the Federal Transit Administration (FTA). This review focuses on
case studies for cities with demonstrated transit supportive development experience
and for cities currently in the planning process.



As firm principal, Eric Hovee has participated with the National Main Street Center and
National Trust for Historic Preservation by conducting resource team visits in more than
20 communities across the U.S. – with focus on downtown area and community
economic restructuring.



Mr. Hovee also has served as a speaker and instructor for national conferences of
organizations including the National Main Street Center and Reconnecting America.

Preparers of this land use and economic development assessment are Eric Hovee (Principal)
and Andrea Logue (Research Coordinator).
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APPENDIX B. LAND USE CLASSIFICATIONS
The majority of the analysis detailed in this this land use and economic development
assessment of the proposed Oklahoma City Modern Streetcar Project is based on GIS datasets
provided by the City of Oklahoma City. A portion of the data originates from the Oklahoma
County Assessment Department.
Tax lot parcels were classified by current land use. For purposes of this assessment, land use
classifications were divided into five groups: residential, commercial, mixed use, exempt, and
vacant. Land use classification of a tax lot parcel is determined by the designation in the dataset
of the field Current Land Use Category. According to information provided by the City of
Oklahoma City, the Current Land Use Category is the “basic level of generalization (smallest
number of categories) made by OKC Planning [Department] based on the county’s occupancy
description field.”
The table below summarizes the classification of the Current Land Use Category to one of the
five land use groupings:22
Current Land Use
Category

Land Use Groupings
Residential

Commercial

Mixed Use

Church

Exempt
X

Commercial

X

Commercial - Parking

X

Cultural

X

Education

X

Entertainment

X

X

Government

X

Hospital

X

Hospitality

X

Industrial

X

Mixed Use

X

Office

X

Parking

X

Recreation
Residential
Retail

X
X
X

Undeveloped
Utility

Vacant

X
X

The classification of the land use grouping exempt involved additional criteria that supersedes
the Current Land Use Category. If the property is designated an historic landmark in the
dataset, then it is exempt. Also, if the data field Account Type indicates exempt, partial exempt,
or public service, then the property is designated exempt.
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APPENDIX C. NON-ASSESSED PROPERTY CATEGORIZATION
As noted in an earlier draft of this assessment report, a large portion of the 2013
Recommended Route Framework benefit area – representing about one-third of the total
mapped area comprising 546 acres of identified tax lots – consisted of parcels for which I:L
cannot be calculated because the parcel has no land value in the GIS dataset provided by the
City of Oklahoma City. This dataset is adjusted somewhat to reflect MAPS projects anticipated
for non-assessed status as well. To more clearly portray Non-Assessed Properties, this single
category of properties (with no I:L ratio) has been divided into three sub-categories:


Major Public Facilities – exempt properties occupied by existing major public facilities



Non-Assessed Opportunity Site – larger sites where redevelopment or reuse could
reasonably occur prior to 2027



Other Non-Assessed – other exempt properties not identified as either Major Public
Facilities or Opportunity Sites and which are viewed as generally unlikely to be
redeveloped through the 2027 forecast period of this analysis

Process for Categorization. A two-step process was taken to categorize non-assessed
properties. As a first step, sites with existing major public buildings/facilities, schools, and
hospitals were identified through review of aerial photos. Sites identified in the Midtown
properties with the I:L Likelihood of Redevelopment map prepared by Butzer Gardner
Architects were also incorporated. This filtered out at least 80% of the non-assessed properties
(reported in the April draft) that would be least likely to redevelop in the near-term without any
attempt to assert what is a redevelopment opportunity and what is not. These parcels were
labeled as “Major Public Facilities” with the least likelihood for redevelopment in the next 20
years.
The second step taken involved a round of telephone consultation with staff from COTPA, The
Alliance, Downtown OKC, and OKC City Planning department to identify the larger non-assessed
parcels for which redevelopment or reuse could reasonably be expected. These properties
differ from the planned streetcar development project sites in that they may or may not have a
specific project identified to date.
Overview of Parcel Revision Notes. Two general notes are indicated by way of overview:


To avoid splitting tax lot parcels where conflicting uses exist, the preponderance of use
for a particular parcel was the determining factor in designation.



There were instances where a building is on one tax parcel and the associated (nonassessed) parking lot is on another. If the parking lot is deemed as critical to function of
the building use, then it is considered as “Other Non-Assessed”. Criteria to determine a
parking lot as critical to an adjoining building use included common ownership (for both
the parking lot and building) or supplemental information as provided by the agency
reviewers. Otherwise, the parking is considered a “Non-Assessed Opportunity Site”.
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APPENDIX D. REGIONAL & DOWNTOWN BASE CASE FORECASTS
Forecasts of future development potential in downtown Oklahoma City have relied on prior
regional forecasting prepared by the Association of Central Oklahoma Governments (ACOG) as
part of the Oklahoma City Area Regional Transportation Study (OCARTS). OCARTS forecasts are
made by Transportation Analysis Zones (TAZs), which cover about 95% of the population of the
six-county Oklahoma City metropolitan region. Within the metro region, there are 2,450
identified TAZs – including 324 TAZs within the downtown study area for this analysis.
The currently available OCARTS projections span the period 2005-35. A preliminary (April 2013)
draft of this report interpolated results of this 30-year forecast to estimate a pro-rata share of
development that could be expected within the geographies of the OCARTS region, downtown
study area, 2013 Recommended Route Framework (disaggregated by zone and segment) and
C2S benefit areas over a 10-year (2017-27) portion of this longer term planning horizon.
In reviewing this earlier draft of the land use and economic development assessment, it
became apparent that recent development activity in the downtown area has been occurring at
a substantially more rapid pace than previously forecast through the OCARTS process. OCARTS
forecasts are now in the process of being updated, but are not yet available.
To provide preliminary direction for this analysis, Jacobs Engineering convened a group of
regional and local modeling experts from ACOG, the City of Oklahoma City, COTPA, The Alliance
for Economic Development and Downtown OKC to identify a reasonable set of provisional
forecasting assumptions. The following summary revisions were made with respect to forecasts
for housing, population and employment:


The working group provided a shape file of housing data points to merge with the initial
2005 data in 36 downtown TAZs to arrive at an adjusted 2017 base housing estimate.



The population forecast for downtown TAZs is derived from the housing forecast,
assuming average household size of 2.04 persons per unit.



Employment is adjusted for 61 downtown TAZs to an average growth rate of 0.7% per
year over the full 2005-35 time period (albeit with a 0.4% annual job loss indicated from
2005-10), subsequent accelerated growth rate of 1.7% per year from 2010-17, and then
provisional annualized growth rate of 1.3% from 2017-27. For all other downtown TAZs
(263 TAZs), employment growth is forecast at a constant 0.7% rate over the full forecast
horizon of 2005-35.

As a result of these revisions, downtown study area forecast housing and employment growth
for the 2017-27 time period increases by about 80% as compared with unadjusted OCARTS
projections. For the 2013 Route Framework, housing construction is close to 2.8 times greater
and employment growth about 60% above that of the unadjusted OCARTS forecast. Regional
forecast estimates remain unchanged from the currently adopted OCARTS forecast. Detailed
results of these forecast modifications are indicated by the chart on the following page.
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Figure 16. TAZ-Based Forecast Scenario (Without Streetcar to 2017)
Forecast Metric
(& Geographic Coverage)
Population
2013 Route Framework
Zone A
Zone B
Core to Shore Segment
Downtown Study Area
Model Region (OCARTS Area)
Housing Units
2013 Route Framework
Zone A
Zone B
Core to Shore Segment
Downtown Study Area
Model Region (OCARTS Area)
Employment
2013 Route Framework
Zone A
Zone B
Core to Shore Segment
Downtown Study Area
Model Region (OCARTS Area)

Base Yr Forecast Forecast
2005
2017
2027

2017-27 Change
#
% AAGR

2,065

8,899

10,626

1,727

19%

1.8%

560
1,505

3,361
5,538

4,284
6,342

923
805

27%
15%

2.5%
1.4%

364

1,447

2,434

987

68%

5.3%

6,494
1,076,258

14,496
1,230,866

17,842
1,359,706

3,346
128,840

23%
10%

2.1%
1.0%

1,185

4,362

5,209

847

19%

1.8%

458
727

1,648
2,714

2,100
3,109

452
395

27%
15%

2.5%
1.4%

129

709

1,193

484

68%

5.3%

2,423
461,133

7,106
525,274

8,746
578,724

1,640
53,450

23%
10%

2.1%
1.0%

30,216

34,881

38,438

3,558

10%

1.0%

21,167
9,050

23,990
10,891

26,342
12,096

2,352
1,206

10%
11%

0.9%
1.1%

1,965

2,137

2,291

154

7%

0.7%

37,846
578,306

42,940
667,504

47,438
741,836

4,497
74,332

10%
11%

1.0%
1.1%

Notes:

AAGR denotes average annual growth rate. Forecasts are aggregated from Transportation Analysis
Zones (TAZs). The without streetcar (base case) scenario utilizes 2017-2027 forecast results. Data
from this base case is used with Figures 13-14 in the main body of this report.

Source:

COTPA, ACOG, the City of Oklahoma City, The Alliance, Downtown OKC, Greater Oklahoma City
Chamber of Commerce, Jacobs Engineering, and E. D. Hovee & Company, LLC. Updated as of August
2013.
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APPENDIX E. THE STREETCAR-ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT NEXUS
Because many of the development effects from the legacy streetcar systems have played out
over decades, it is to more recent system re-starts that this assessment turns for data on
contemporary development leveraged with streetcar investment.

Contemporary Streetcar & Economic Development Experience
Renewed experience with streetcar is so recent that documentation of the relationship
between streetcar investment and urban development has yet to be extensively researched
and quantified. For purposes of calibrating this development assessment, the most extensive
multi-city case study research conducted to date has been by the Brookings Institution for three
cities that have made recent streetcar investments – Portland, Seattle, and Tampa.
Of the four metro regions considered, Oklahoma City has the smallest metro population with an
estimated 1.25 million residents as of the 2010 Census. The other metro regions are
considerably larger – at 2.2 million (Portland), 2.9 million (Tampa) and 3.7 million (Seattle). As
of 2011, Oklahoma City is the 43rd largest metro area in the U.S., up from 44 a year earlier in
2010.
For comparative purposes, the following chart compares actual and projected population
growth rates for the metro area encompassing the Oklahoma City communities with these
three other metro case study regions. Shown are annual average population growth rates in 5year increments as realized since 1990 and forecast forward to 2035.
The rate of population growth for the Oklahoma City metro area was well below that of the
comparison metro regions in the 1990s, moving more into line with that of the comparables in
the 2000-10 decade. Looking forward, OKC is also forecast to experience population growth
similar to that of the comparison metro regions, with the possible exception of the 2010-15
period for which greater variation in forecast expectations are noted – although the OKC
forecast may prove to be unduly conservative based on recent population growth experience.
The Brookings report includes a comparison of property valuation gains within study areas most
directly benefitted by streetcar investment. Results are compared with value gains experienced
citywide (with detailed tabular documentation provided at the end of this Appendix).
Overall, the Brookings study observes that a major benefit of these three streetcar projects has
been the “ability to connect places that were not connected before.” In effect, “the streetcar
became the connective tissue and organizing principle for growth in an area.”
A related finding was that “underdeveloped property generates the most significant increase in
value because of its malleability and potential for change.” As a result, properties that had been
vacant or underutilized experienced more rapid valuation gains than those with substantial
existing development.
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Figure 17. Comparative Case Study Metro Area Population Growth Rates

Note:

Rates of growth shown are as an average annual growth rate.

Source:

U.S. Census Bureau, Oklahoma Department of Commerce, Puget Sound Regional Council, Bureau of
Economic & Business Research, Metro, and E. D. Hovee & Company, LLC.

When considered by city, the following added observations are noted:


Portland experienced the most rapid increases in raw land valuation – with the streetcar
premium shown by valuation gains three times the citywide average. Condo/rental,
commercial, and existing single-family properties also benefitted at ratios well above
citywide averages, albeit with delayed results for existing residential as the benefits of
enhanced streetcar accessibility and appeal take time to be more clearly demonstrated.



Seattle experienced increases in raw land values at more than double the rate of
valuation increase citywide. Streetcar proved to be a particularly important catalyst for
bioscience and office related development near Lake Union, as well as for residential
and mixed use activity.



Tampa experienced the strongest gains in valuation (relative to citywide experience) for
hotel and multi-family properties. More so than for Portland and Seattle, Tampa’s
streetcar investment was intended as a catalyst for increased tourism activity. As a
result, the Channelside District, situated in a prime location with substantial
underutilized property close to downtown, realized strong valuation gains. By
comparison, lower rates of valuation increase were experienced in Ybor City at the end
of the line, with less vacant land and already established existing commercial
development ranging from night clubs to auto service and independent retail uses.
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Figure 18.

With Streetcar Development Comparison – Portland, Seattle, Tampa

System Characteristics
Length of Line (miles)
Year Completed
Ridership per Day
Cost ($ millions)
Cost / Mile
Streetcar District Experience
Single Family A+D (< 0.5 acres)
Single Family A+D (> 0.5 acres)
Multi-Family (Condos / Rental)
Commercial
Mixed Use
Office
Retail
Industrial
Hotel
Raw Land

2.4 (initial line)
2001

2.6
2007
1,000
$52.1
$20.0

$54.5
$22.7

44.19%
97.54%
56.75%
103.49%

95.43%

97.55%

59.57%

112.38%

101.00%

34.28%
28.90%
38.09%
40.94%

75.61%
76.23%
58.04%
62.82%

68.44%

53.77%

36.92%

58.68%
117.94%

84.96%
57.76%
61.10%
52.57%
51.89%
123.12%

93.97%
76.37%
81.84%
105.99%
78.46%
166.38%

0.00%
0.00%
48.30%

84.67%

57.10%

49.82%
44.38%
46.07%
44.54%
45.58%
53.14%

122.00%
112.51%
95.95%
115.88%
43.58%
227.24%

9.91%
68.64%
18.66%
62.55%
---29.11%
-75.46%

19.82%
-36.37%
0.00%
---5.80%
-43.90%

--2.80%
-35.14%
13.38%
15.03%
8.03%
6.31%
69.98%

-25.99%
-25.46%
--28.03%
-36.14%
-14.11%
-9.89%
34.88%
-60.86%

Streetcar Premium (Ratio including Base Year)
Single Family A+D (< 0.5 acres)
1.07
Single Family A+D (> 0.5 acres)
1.53
Multi-Family (Condos / Rental)
1.14
Commercial
1.44
Mixed Use
-Office
-Retail
-Industrial
1.17
Hotel
-Raw Land
1.55

1.11
-1.23
1.00
---1.04
-1.28

--1.02
-1.23
1.09
1.10
1.06
1.04
1.46

0.86
-1.13
-0.87
0.83
0.93
0.95
1.24
0.81

Streetcar Premium (Difference)
Single Family A+D (< 0.5 acres)
Single Family A+D (> 0.5 acres)
Multi-Family (Condos / Rental)
Commercial
Mixed Use
Office
Retail
Industrial
Hotel
Raw Land

94.41%
62.82%

2.4
2002
1,000
$57.6
$24.0

51.10%

City-Wide Experience
Single Family A+D (< 0.5 acres)
Single Family A+D (> 0.5 acres)
Multi-Family (Condos / Rental)
Commercial
Mixed Use
Office
Retail
Industrial
Hotel
Raw Land

Source:

% Valuation Change (by Case Study City)
Portland
Seattle
Tampa
(1997-2003)
(2003-2008)
(2003-2008)
(2002-2008)

92.48%

The Brookings Institution, Value Capture and Tax-Increment Financing Options for Streetcar
Construction, June 2009, as adapted by E. D. Hovee & Company, LLC.
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Case Study - Portland Streetcar Experience
In 2001, Portland opened a new Central City streetcar line through the city’s Downtown area
(west of the Willamette River). In addition to serving the Downtown and adjoining Pearl
District, successful extensions to
date have been made to
Distribution of New Development
Portland’s established Northwest
by Distance from Streetcar
District and to the rapidly
60%
redevelopment South Waterfront
district. Portland’s Central City
50%
line represents the first modern
40%
streetcar system built in America.
Initial Post-Streetcar
Experience. Separate, in-depth
research of the post-streetcar
investment and development
experience in Portland was
conducted in 2005 by E. D. Hovee
& Company, LLC.23
Results of this detailed parcelbased analysis for one city
correspond with results of the
three-city Brookings study. This
Portland-specific analysis
specifically notes the role of
streetcar investment as a
catalyst both to re-orient where
development occurs and to
facilitate a more urban (or
higher density) scale of
development. Key findings of
the research were as follows:


The Portland Streetcar
has served to connect
and stimulate new uses
and economic vitality
extending from NW 23rd
Street through the Pearl
District to downtown’s
West End and Portland
State University, further

30%
20%
10%
Post 1997 development

0%
1 block

2 blocks

Pre 1997 development
3 blocks

Pre 1997 development

3+ blocks
Post 1997 development

Source: E. D. Hovee & Company, LLC, Portland Streetcar
Development Impacts, prepared for Portland Streetcar,
Inc. November 2005.

Density of Development by
Distance to Streetcar
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
Post 1997 development

0%
1 block

2 blocks

Pre 1997 development
3 blocks

Pre 1997 development

3+ blocks
Post 1997 development

Source: E. D. Hovee & Company, LLC, Portland Streetcar
Development Impacts, prepared for Portland Streetcar,
Inc. November 2005.
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extended to the South Waterfront.


After streetcar investment was secured, lots within one block of streetcar captured 55%
of all new development within neighborhoods through which streetcar passed. Prestreetcar (prior to 1997), these same blocks represented less than 20% of the total
building inventory in the downtown/Pearl District area. Taken together, properties
situated within three blocks of the Portland Streetcar went from 47% of area
development pre-1997 to 75% post-1997 with streetcar.



There also has been a demonstrated relationship between the density of post-streetcar
development and proximity to the streetcar line – with much greater levels of density in
development taking place near the line. Within one block of the streetcar line, poststreetcar development has achieved nearly 90% of the floor area ratios (FARs) the
zoning allowed. The ratio of development actually experienced in relation to zoned
development capacity steadily decreased as distance from streetcar increased – to only
43% of allowed FAR for new development situated more than three blocks from
streetcar.



Along with streetcar, key factors affecting the location, pace and scale of recent Central
City residential, office, retail and mixed use projects have included public-private
development agreements with major property owners and consolidated land ownership
– both of which accompanied the first wave of development activity along the
alignment. Downtown and Pearl District development that was experienced poststreetcar to 2004 within three blocks of the installed Portland Streetcar system has been
three times the previously zoned capacity of development.

Also noted with the Portland analysis was that sites within one block of streetcar experienced a
5.8% rate of average annual increase to the existing building stock (over a 7-year period) with
new construction versus a 1.0% rate of increase at a distance of more than three blocks from
the streetcar alignment.
Updated Post-Recession Experience. For Portland, staying the course is continuing to
yield economic development benefits despite a slower pace of economic activity to date
through the 2007-09 recession and beyond. In September 2012, Portland Streetcar service was
extended to the eastside of the Willamette River (opposite the historic downtown core), as the
first FTA Small Starts funded streetcar project in the nation.
Through the FTA application process, forecasts were provided of anticipated transit supportive
development including committed projects. Four years later with 2012 actual project opening,
the total number of eastside development projects and dollar volume is currently somewhat
less than it was when the project was being planned.
However, the number of eastside residential projects and total units is much greater than
previously planned – indicating strong if not resurgent residential multi-family demand for
young urban professionals. A significant post-recession shift has been in residential product
type, from condominium to apartment development.
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Planned commercial space on the books as of 2012 remains impressive, even though job
recovery nationally and regionally has continued at relatively modest levels. However, renewed
(if not stronger than pre-2008) commercial interest can be expected as job growth intensifies,
especially for creative service employment in urban flex buildings just across the Willamette
River from the established downtown core.
Multi-family rental housing development has also emerged as a major driver of renewed core
area investment confidence in the last 2-3 years. As has been increasingly realized by Portland’s
westside Pearl District, strong commercial retail and office development interest has tended to
follow the urban residential pioneers.
Of added note is that planned project activity is again robust on Portland’s westside which has
already experienced substantial public-private investment extending back to initial introduction
of streetcar service in 2001. This reflects the ongoing TOD appeal for urban residential and
employment uses together with the added incentive of increased streetcar frequency
accompanying expanded loop service.
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APPENDIX F. DETAILED STREETCAR ZONE & SEGMENT DATA TABLES
Figure 19.

2013 Framework Segment Existing Condition Allocations (as of 2011)

Core to Shore
Current & Forecast
2013 Recommended Route Framework
Development by Use
Zone A
Zone B
Total
Area
2011 Existing Conditions Estimate
Residential
642,500
756,800
1,399,300
78,400
Commercial
12,055,800
2,731,700
14,787,500
741,200
Tax Exempt
2,463,800
1,710,600
4,174,400
23,000
Total Building Sq Ft
15,162,100
5,199,100
20,361,200
842,600
2011-17 Added Development Estimate
Residential
1,021,000
Commercial
796,700
Tax Exempt
7,200
Total Building Sq Ft
1,824,900

2,033,900
329,500
194,900
2,558,300

3,054,900
1,126,200
202,100
4,383,200

1,067,600
47,800
1,115,400

2017 Forecast Conditions Estimate
Residential
1,663,500
Commercial
12,852,500
Tax Exempt
2,471,000
Total Building Sq Ft
16,987,000

2,790,700
3,061,200
1,905,500
7,757,400

4,454,200
15,913,700
4,376,500
24,744,400

1,146,000
789,000
23,000
1,958,000

Base Case Scenario (w/o Streetcar)
Residential
452,000
Commercial
1,328,000
Tax Exempt
12,000
Total Building Sq Ft
1,792,000

435,000
431,000
255,000
1,121,000

887,000
1,759,000
267,000
2,913,000

810,000
86,000
896,000

With Streetcar Scenario
Residential
Commercial
Tax Exempt
Total Building Sq Ft

4,050,000
3,332,000
682,000
8,064,000

1,431,000
510,000
302,000
2,243,000

5,481,000
3,842,000
984,000
10,307,000

1,954,000
600,000
134,000
2,688,000

With Streetcar "Premium"
Residential
Commercial
Tax Exempt
Total Building Sq Ft

3,598,000
2,004,000
670,000
6,272,000

996,000
79,000
47,000
1,122,000

4,594,000
2,083,000
717,000
7,394,000

1,144,000
514,000
134,000
1,792,000

2027 Ending Development Inventory (with Streetcar)
Residential
5,713,500
4,221,700
Commercial
16,184,500
3,571,200
Tax Exempt
3,153,000
2,207,500
Total Building Sq Ft
25,051,000
10,000,400

9,935,200
19,755,700
5,360,500
35,051,400

3,100,000
1,389,000
157,000
4,646,000

Source:

E. D. Hovee & Company, LLC. The combination of commercial + tax exempt equals employment use.
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Figure 20.

2013 Framework Segment Existing Condition Allocations (as of 2011)

Existing Corridor
Conditions (2011)
Land Area (Acres)
Residential
Commercial
Mixed Use
Exempt
Vacant
Corridor Total

2013 Recommended Route Framework (by Segment)
Midtown
Downtown
Bricktown
Total
7.7
90.5
4.5
56.4
41.6
200.7

3.9
92.7
1.8
106.7
34.2
239.3

4.3
46.9
1.5
30.4
22.9
106.0

15.9
230.1
7.8
193.6
98.7
546.0

335,536
2,279,643
176,177
691,734
48
3,483,138

535,925
10,118,037
151,071
3,444,779
51
14,249,863

236,680
2,244,221
109,401
37,926
21
2,628,249

1,108,141
14,641,901
436,649
4,174,439
120
20,361,250

1.00
0.58
0.90
0.28
0.40

3.20
2.50
1.88
0.74
1.37

1.26
1.10
1.69
0.03
0.57

1.60
1.46
1.28
0.50
0.00
0.86

$14,160,298
$125,418,214
$10,211,652
$18,665,138
$8,853,983
$177,309,285

$41,792,788
$570,185,348
$13,659,806
$54,317,389
$16,336,668
$696,291,999

$22,989,828
$173,758,598
$8,758,504
$3,878,552
$9,785,690
$219,171,172

$78,942,914
$869,362,160
$32,629,962
$76,861,079
$34,976,341
$1,092,772,456

Assessed Valuation (Adjusted)
Corridor Total
$17,513,000

$76,605,000

$23,728,000

$117,846,000

Building Area (Square Feet)
Residential
Commercial
Mixed Use
Exempt
Vacant
Corridor Total
Density (Average FAR)
Residential
Commercial
Mixed Use
Exempt
Vacant
Corridor Total
Market Valuation
Residential
Commercial
Mixed Use
Exempt
Vacant
Corridor Total

Average Annual
2013 Recommended Route Framework (by Segment)
Development (2000-11)
Midtown
Downtown
Bricktown
Total
Development (Sq Ft per Year)
Residential
5,300
21,100
26,400
Commercial
8,900
86,000
58,200
153,100
Mixed Use
8,200
2,400
10,600
Exempt
900
32,800
33,700
Corridor Total
9,800
132,300
81,700
223,800
Source:

E. D. Hovee & Company, LLC. Employment use includes taxable plus tax exempt uses.
Segment totals may vary slightly from Zone A+B totals (in earlier charts) due to rounding as applied.
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Figure 21.

2013 Framework Segment Forecast Allocations (2017-27)

Development Scenarios
2013 Recommended Route Framework (by Segment)
(10 Years)
Midtown
Downtown
Bricktown
Total
Base Case Scenario (w/o Streetcar)
Building Area (Sq Ft)
1,112,973
1,276,239
523,789
2,913,000
Added Residential
338,927
388,586
159,488
887,000
Added Employment Use
774,046
887,653
364,301
2,026,000
Market Valuation
Taxable Valuation
With Streetcar Scenario
Building Area (Sq Ft)
Added Residential
Added Employment Use
Market Valuation
Taxable Valuation
With Streetcar "Premium"
Building Area (Sq Ft)
Added Residential
Added Employment Use
Market Valuation
Taxable Valuation
10-Year Residential &
Employment Analysis
Residential Units
2017 Forecast Estimate
Added Units (2017-27):
Base Case
With Streetcar
Streetcar Premium
Employment
2017 Forecast Estimate
Added Jobs (2017-27):
Base Case
With Streetcar
Streetcar Premium

$120,262,884
$12,450,501

$137,883,461
$14,274,713

$56,591,656
$5,858,786

$314,738,000
$32,584,000

3,938,354
2,094,316
1,844,038

4,515,390
2,401,169
2,114,221

1,853,256
985,515
867,742

10,307,000
5,481,000
4,826,000

$558,847,297
$57,168,602

$640,728,020
$65,544,783

$262,974,683
$26,901,615

$1,462,550,000
$149,615,000

2,825,381
1,755,389
1,069,992

3,239,151
2,012,584
1,226,568

1,329,467
826,027
503,441

7,394,000
4,594,000
2,800,000

$438,584,413
$44,718,101

$502,844,559
$51,270,070

$206,383,028
$21,042,829

$1,147,812,000
$117,031,000

2013 Recommended Route Framework (by Segment)
Midtown
Downtown
Bricktown
Total
1,638

1,855

869

4,362

324
2,044
1,720

371
2,344
1,973

152
962
810

847
5,350
4,503

7,962

22,994

3,925

34,881

1,360
3,227
1,867

1,558
3,700
2,141

640
1,518
879

3,558
8,445
4,887

Revenue Analysis
2013 Recommended Route Framework (by Segment)
(10 Years)
Midtown
Downtown
Bricktown
Total
Incremental Property Tax Revenue (10-Year Cumulative)
Baseline Forecast
$7,854,384
$9,006,573
$3,696,443
$20,557,400
With Streetcar Forecast
$36,067,937
$41,352,509
$16,972,354
$94,392,800
With Streetcar Premium
$28,213,553
$32,345,936
$13,275,912
$73,835,400
Incremental Sales Tax Revenue (10-Year Cumulative)
Base Case Scenario
$11,616,189
$13,307,369
With Streetcar Scenario
$33,811,035
$38,764,932
With Streetcar Premium
$22,194,846
$25,457,563

Source:

$5,466,442
$15,910,332
$10,443,891

$30,390,000
$88,486,300
$58,096,300

E. D. Hovee & Company, LLC. Employment use includes taxable plus tax exempt uses.
Segment totals may vary slightly from Zone A+B totals (in earlier charts) due to rounding as applied.
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END NOTES
1

This is a final report document that has been revised to address updated base case forecast data and respond
to comments received from multiple project team and agency reviewers.

2

While a specific alignment for the 2013 Recommended Route Framework is not formally approved, the
currently discussed “Zeta” option is somewhat longer than the LPA. With a larger benefit area, more properties
are served meaning that benefits could be somewhat greater than indicated for the 2011 LPA. Otherwise, these
two options are fairly similar in terms of redevelopment potential including Midtown, Downtown and
Bricktown segments.

3

Information for this development and funding analysis has been compiled from sources generally deemed to be
rd
reliable. However, E. D. Hovee & Company, LLC does not guarantee the accuracy of information from 3 party
sources. Information is also subject to change without notice. The findings and opinions contained in this report
are those of the authors. They should not be construed as representing the opinion of any other party prior to
their express approval, whether in whole or part.

4

For ease of description. the term “2013 Recommended Route Framework” may be shortened to “2013 Route
Framework” or “2013 Framework.” Throughout this report, these terms may be used interchangeably.

5

Throughout this report, the term base case is intended to represent a 10-year forecast assuming that a
streetcar system is not placed in service. In effect, the terms “base case” and “without streetcar” are
synonymous for purposes of this land use and economic development assessment report.

6

Source of this information and quote is the Metro Transit website www.gometro.org. As of February 1, 2013.

7

Shelley Poticha and Gloria Ohland, Reconnecting America, “Why Streetcars and Why Now,” from the report
Street Smart: Streetcars and Cities in the Twenty-First Century, prepared for the American Public Transportation
Association and the Community Streetcar Coalition, 2006.

8

Streetcar and heritage trolley information is provided by the American Public Transportation Association
(APTA), website: www.heritagetrolley.com, as of January 2013.

9

Detailed case study documentation for Portland, Seattle, and Tampa is provided by a report prepared by the
Brookings Institution in cooperation with Reconnecting America, HDR Inc. and the Robert Charles Lessor
Company titled Value Capture and Tax-increment Financing Options for Streetcar Construction for DC Surface
Transit, Inc., June 2009.
Less rigorous post-streetcar information is available in more anecdotal form for other cities with recent
streetcar experience, including smaller cities of Kenosha, Wisconsin (with streetcar service starting in 2000) and
Little Rock, Arkansas (2004). Both Kenosha and Little Rock use vintage trolleys and have focused streetcar
service to encourage tourism and visitor related activity. Reconnecting America’s Street Smart publication
(2006) indicates that Kenosha’s system has been associated with $150 million of development investment, and
Little Rock with $200 million in just the initial years post-startup.

10

For example, OKC metro population is indicated by the U.S. Census Bureau as having increased by 1.4% from
2010-11 and by 1.6% from 2011-12, both years showing population growth well above the long-term regional
forecast average.

11

These parcels without land value indicated include a wide range of tax exempt public and non-profit (including
church) uses. Properties without an I:L determination also include utilities (telecom, gas, electric, rail), hospital
activities, private use in public ownership (e.g. a hotel), and some uses of not immediately determined
public/private ownership. See Appendices B-C for added detail.
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12

This compilation of major downtown area projects is part of the Impact Analysis of Oklahoma City’s MAPS and
other Significant Central City Investments report, as prepared for the Greater Oklahoma City Chamber of
Commerce by Larkin Warner (Oklahoma State University), and Eric Long (Greater Oklahoma City Chamber, as
revised in February 2009.

13

Source is The Alliance for Economic Development of Oklahoma City, www.theallianceokc.org, February 2013.

14

Data is from the Core to Shore Market Study (Draft Report), prepared by Economic and Planning Systems,
January 2007.

15

More specifically, the with streetcar scenario assigns a development premium to the corridor consistent with
actual streetcar experience in Portland’s Central City (post-1997 streetcar development). Portland’s experience
is similar to that of Seattle and Tampa as documented by The Brookings Institution, Value Capture and TaxIncrement Financing Options for Streetcar Construction, June 2009.

16

For some properties, the City of Oklahoma City data provides a more specific characterization as to the building
square footage allocations of mixed use buildings – as for industrial, retail and residential uses. However, the
predominant indication (for 83%) of mixed use space within such properties is simply as ‘mixed use’ with no
further delineation. Consequently, for purposes of this forecast model, a use breakout of approximately 1/3 of
the space to commercial (including industrial) and 2/3 to residential is assumed.

17

The most detailed retrospective analysis to date of development by distance to the streetcar alignment has
been conducted in Portland, covering the period 1997-2004 (with initial streetcar introduction including
development in anticipation of streetcar). There, the annual rate of development within one block of the
alignment was approximately six times higher than that of all other property within the downtown core and
adjoining Pearl district areas and 1.5 times higher within 2-3 blocks. Due to generally larger block sizes in
Oklahoma City, this has been recalibrated to a streetcar “bump” or development premium of 4.5 times base
case development at a one block distance and 2.0 times the base case at 2-3 blocks for the 2013 Framework
Area.

18

With documented Portland Streetcar experience, the residential share of all development increased from 16%
of building space within the streetcar corridor pre-1997 to 66% of post-1997 development – a roughly 4-fold
increase. Similar experience with increased residential development is noted for Seattle and Tampa.

19

With Portland Streetcar, just over two-thirds (68%) of new development occurred on parcels with current
improvement to land value (I:L) ratios of 0.0-0.5 prior to development, 20% on sites with I:L ratios of 0.5-1.0,
and 12% to higher value parcels with I:L ratios over 1.0.

20

On a preliminary basis, per square foot assessed market valuations that might be associated with new
construction are as follows: $110 per square foot for residential and $80 for commercial use. Estimates are
consistent with market valuations applied in the GIS dataset provided by the City of Oklahoma City but do not
necessarily match actual development cost and or transaction values.

21

GIS data indicate that the market value of land currently calculates to $6.89 per square foot of FAR in the
currently defined LPA alignment benefit area and to $7.54 in the C2S study area considered.

22

There are instances where more recent information on individual tax lot parcels influenced a classification
beyond the Current Land Use Category. However, the majority of land use classification followed the criteria
summarized in the table.

23

The report cited is E. D. Hovee & Company, LLC, Portland Streetcar Development Impacts, prepared for Portland
Streetcar, Inc., November 2005. Specifically assessed by this study were questions of where development has
occurred and density of development. These assessments were based on 1, 2, 3 and 3+ block distances from
the streetcar alignment.
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